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Veteran's Bonus Bill May
Die in General Assembly
_

During the past two weeks, I
have been investigating the
status of legislation that has
been introduced during the
current session of the Rhode
Island General Assembly
which provides for a State
bonus to be paid to all those
who have served in the Armed
Forces since August 1964.
Lance Comer, VA editor of the
RIJC
newspaper
and
Secretary of that school's
Veteran's
Club has been
working in conjunction with
me on this and through our
mutual efforts we have found
out what the delay is in
securing passage of a bonus.
There have been three bills
introduced in both the House
and Senate this year. Senator
Thomas Needham of Cranston, Representative Arthur 0.
Alosio of North Providence,

By Chuck Winn

and Representative Irving H.
Levin of Cranston have all
introduced legislation for a
Veteran's Bonus this year.
Wh·ereas the Needham and
Alosio bills are both good, the
bill introduced by Rep. Levin
in the most comprehensive and
far reaching of the three. The
Levin Bill if passed will
provide for a flat grant of $200
to every Rhode Islander who
served in the Armed Forces
during the period of the
Vietnam Conflict regardless of
whether they served in Vietnam or not, and let's face it,
even those Vets who didn't go
to 'Nam sacrificed just as
much as many of those who
did. The Levin Bill also
provides for funds to be held in
escrow for those Rhode
Islanders who have decided to
make careers of the military so

Rhode Island College
Gets New President

that they will get their bonus
when they retire from the
service.
Granted the other bills provide for one hundred dollars
more to Vietnam Veterans, but
the reason that the Levin Bill is
the superior bill is because it
takes care of these forgotten
Veterans who need help the
most. I am ref erring to the
Veteran who is disabled and
who lies in a bed or sits in a
wheel chair in a Veteran's
Hospital. These Veterans have
made the supreme sacrifice,
only to return to an ungrateful,
apathetic public. I am sure
many other Veterans would
gladly forfeit the two hundred
dollars we would get just to see
this provision of Representative Levin's bill enacted.
( Cont. on Pg.

7)

Film-Making
Workshop
Happens During
Spring Break

Amid growing press and Island College needs le~derpolitical discussion concerning ship that will maintain its
Signs had been posted for
the State Board of Regents, integrity.
"I believe the college needs weeks announcing the coming
that educational governing
of a film making workshop
during
board appointed Dr. Charles continuity
these
B. Willard as the new president months. It needs continuity weekend. Those signs quoted
and direction and I believe I the price of thirteen dollars for
of Rhode Island College.
R.I.C ., students and fifteen
Dr. Willard has been acting am able to give it."
dollars for others. Obviously,
Dr. Willard's appointment
president since Dr. Joseph
Kaufman resigned in January. was made during a closed the majority of students were
either not interested or that the
He has been academic vice-- session of the board last
~ost
was too high,_or the timing
Thursday. The board found it
president since 1966.
thirty
to appoint
a poor. Nevertheless,
Upon his appointment, Dr. necessary
students
from
about
ages
Willard stated his reasons for president immediately in the
seventeen
to
fourty
did
find
the
best
interest
of
the
college.
One
accepting the position he had
interest,
time
and
money,
and
earlier been disinterested in. board member stated to the
He was quoted
in the Journal, that what the college this is what happened:
The workshop opened with
needs is stability and conProvidence Journal:
registration
at 9 o'clock on
"I know that there are un- tinuity.
Dr. Willard is an alumnus of Friday, April 6th. Wayne
settled
problems
in the
governance
of the total LaSalle Academy, as well as a Waddams, an instructor from
·educational program in the graduate of the Class of 1934 Orson Welles School of
near Boston,
state. During the period when from Rhode Island College. He Photography
-opened
the
discussion
with
received
his master's_ degree
these problems. are being
· information on lighting.
< Cont. on Pg. 8)
worked to solution, Rhode
After explaining techniques,
Wayne i~vited people to burn
their hands in attempting to
practice for themselves. ( I am
currently typing with two
fingers since the workshop.)
This experience was then
followed by a discussion on
sound and its application in
movies. Digestion of all this
knowledge was_ somewhat
< Cont.

on Pg. 8)

The Bip at RIC
merely survive repeated visits,
Marcel Marceau, univerit repays them" ( THE NEW
sally acclaimed as the greatest
livLig mime and one of the YORK TIMES), "He is simply
most widely travelled stage superb ... the best thing that
personalities in the world will has ever happened to silence."
( THE
CHICAGO
SUNappear
at Rhode Island
TIMES).
College to perform on Friday,
Marceau's amazing ability
April 13 at 8: 15 p.m. in the
Roberts Hall Theatre. He is to fashion concrete reality out
being presented by the Rhode of nothing, his baffling gift of
Island College Fine Arts seeming to defy gravity were
first demonstrated
to the
Series.
Marceau arrived in America American public during the
in January 1973 to begin his 1955-56season. In September of
ninth tour and will travel the 1955, his debut at the Phoenix
breadth of North America Theatre in New York created
during the next six months such public demand that his
appearing in the leading cities engagement was extended to
Theatre.
of the United States and the Barrymore
Canada. In addition to more Marceau returned to New York
than seventy one-night stands, the following spring after a
including
numerous
per- coast-to-coast tour and played
a sold-out run at the 3000-seat
formances
at the major
universities, he will return to New York City Center. His
eig_ht cross-continent
tours
Chicago for a three-week
engagement, appear for two . since then have unleashed
weeks in Los Angeles and once bravos from the critics and
again return to the scene of one audiences alike - with stanof his first American triumphs ding ovations the rde. Mar....,..the New York City Center, ceau, counts Chaplin as one of
where he will be for three his early sources of inspiration.'
weeks.
For
ticket
inforrn·ation
Hailed throughout the world
as the foremost interpreter of contact the Rhode Island
one of the oldest, though least College Box Office in Roberts
practiced and most difficult of Hall at 831-6600,extension 224.
the performing arts - the Art However, latest reports inof Gesture - Marceau has dicate that the performance is
sold out, including standing
received
stunning
praise.
"Marceau's
art does · not room. Good luck.
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by Will Collette

The Very Study:
A Study in Sexism

Al'iCHOR, THRUSDAY,

APRIL

12, 1973

Oh, Really?!?!
Dear Editor:
I still haven't come down!
Debby

In the last issue of the Anchor ( March 29th), excerpts of an
interview with Dr. Phillip Very were printed without comment.
A Rebuttal to a
Naturally, on review of the contents of that interview, a comment
"Crusade Against
or two is necessary.
To give the background, Dr. Very and Dr. Victoria Lederberg
the Music Dept."
of the psychology department did a story on the intellectual
capacities of males and females which received front page
To the Editor:
coverage in the Providence Sunday Journal. The gist of the study
Since Frank Larsen has seen
was that there are measurable and apparently inherent dif- fit to take pen in hand and
Dear Sir:
ferences in the intellectual capacities of males and females. In continue his crusade against
Several weeks ago an urgent
at
the Journal article, the conclusion was drawn that Drs. Very and the music department
R.I.C ., it seems about time call for blood donations was
Lederberg saw men as superior because of their increased
that one of his targets replied made in behalf of a Rhode
Island College student who
to his statements.
powers of "symbolic inductive reasoning" that is, they are better
was desperately ill at Rhodf'
First
of
all,
since
he
seems
to
at mathematics. Dr. Very corrected that impression to say,
Island Hospital. I would like to
have done rather_ extensive
"we're just saying that girls tend to be better in the verbal areas
research
in the area of extend my warmest personal
thanks
and express
the
and boys in the quantitative areas." Whatever is the correct
relationships between music
of_ the student's
version, the Journal's Letters to the Editors column has been education and popular music, gratitude
family for the prompt, unbrimming with criticism for both Dr. Very's conclusions and such research which has come selfish response of the students
from a single article in the
methods, and his patronizing attitude towards women.
Music Educator's Journal, I on campus who so generously
Drs. Very and Lederberg dealt with school children in the early looked to that same artical for gave their ,blood in this crisis.
Tn p::irfiPnl;:ir
thE>mE>mhers of
grades. As a result of this early start, they concluded that the similar inspiration. The author
of
the
article,
David
Ahlstrom,
differences they found between the sexes might be genetic ( since
made at least three erroneous popular music be presented on
cultural influences, in their reasoning, is slight.) Dr. Very also statements on the first page of a 50-50 basis with such
courses
attempted the dodge of blaming the Journal for overemphasizing
the article. Any first year as music theory, performance,
this aspect of their research without explaining. "They said we music student could surely literature, etc., let me quote
locate those errors. It should his revered authority. "As for
thought it was genetic and dropped it at that.''
also be kept in mind that the r.,op, rock, jazz, or even the
Yet, I wondered, what was the basis for saying that these entire article is based on the music of other cultures, we can
supposed differences in intellect are genetic at all? Consider that assumption that "music is the learn this on our own and in
Drs. Very and Lederberg were dealing with children exposed to a stuff we sing and dance to." part from and with our·
This definition of music seems
sexist culture for six or more years. These are the most for- to project a rather narrow view students. It isn't necessary to
take a course in such an area to
mative years of a human's life and from television to home life, of music.
t<'i1Chit. Teaching and learnTo respond to Larsen's
the abstract, passive intellectual life is stressed for females and
ing, when both are at their
proposal
that classical and best, are the same thing."
the hard-nosed, aggressive logical path is stressed for the male.
Boys are encouraged to engage in logical, numerical play acting
( count your toy soldiers, your marbles, your baseball trading
Dear Editor:
Spring
Concert.
Your
cards, etc.) while girls are encouraged to be abstract, literary
We
deeply
wish
to
thank
you
cooperation
and enthusiasm
( make up stories for dolls, nurse, etc.)
and your staff for the excellent shown Lo us was greatly apWhat galls me particularly about the Very-Lederberg study is support
and
coverage
preciated. We shall be looking
that, disclaim away as they may, they legitimize sexism. The published prior to our recent forward to all future· comquantify, stratify and explain oppression in the kind of scientific
language that says, "All is as it should be .. .it's science, you
Campaign Promoise Kep't to Students
know."
Eastern Michigan University.
( CPS)
Campaign
Dr. Very appears to be a man who likes to make rash
Harvey was fond of busting
promises
are
mostly
noted
for
statements. He likes to call women graduate students "gals,"
their :mrelia bili ty, but one students, an act which hardly
women good at mathematics "ugly," girls who fall into his made to college students in the endeared him to the campus
predetermined specifications "Southern belles." He likes to Ann Arbor, Michigan area is community. The new sheriff is
more aware of the desires of
laugh at references to the Women's Movement. Yet, he is quick to apparently being kept.
Fred Postill, the new sheriff his constituency.
tap- dance intellectually at any hint of his sexism. "We also hired
Postill has instructed his
of Washtenaw
County in
more girl grad students because we were afraid of possible bias."
Michigan has announced he deputies not to arrest persons
"will place the lowest possible with a small quantity of grass.
In that case, he should have withdrawn from the study. Dr. Very
Deputies who_ ignore this
priorly
on marijuana arrests."
claims that he and Dr. Lederberg devised a test in which they
dictum face transfer. TemPos till dis placed former
"totally eliminate sex bias." How can this be possible, with input
sheriff Doug Harvey in an pering this stance is Postill's
from Dr. Very, considering where he's coming from? How can he
election which hinged on the policy of the continued arrest
votes cast by students at the of what is called "major
prove that his attitudes and predispositions did not leak over into
University
of Michigan and traffickers.''
both the instrument and the conclusions? As for the role of the
women grad students ( or Dr. Lederberg, for that matter,) it is
difficult to believe they played a major part in the study: if they
were good looking, they would probably be lousy at the kind of
inductive reasoning needed to carry on that kind of research; if
they were good at it, they would probably be mannish or ''ugly,"
certainly nothing to pay any attention to. That's one of the ways
sexism works, certainly a thing of beauty to behold.
Dr. Very is chairman of the psychology department.
Psychology requires a good background in statistics and
mathematics. Dr. Very feels that women who possess an aptitude
towards mathematics tend to resemble men, be ugly and have a
cold manner. Does Dr. Very discriminate against women in the
p~·ychology department? A good subject for idle discussion· and
speculation. Obviously, it is possible to cast all sorts of unfair
slurs and innuend_oes against Dr. Very for what he has said in
print. By this time, he probably feels that he is being unfairly
treated by the press. I can only respond to what he has said,
which, to me, smacks of blatant sexism. From what I have read,
Very's disapproval of Jensen ( who posited in the Sixties that
blacks are genetically inferior intellectually) is a specious
position. Yet, I would like to see Dr. Very respond to this directly,
instead of trying to be evasive and cute. He said, "and that's one
thing- I'm no chauvinistic pig." I'd really like to see him prove
it.

~ers

1

Blood Donors Thanked

Dance Company

Theta Lambda Chi deserve
the highest commendation for
their rapid mobihiation of
prospective donors.
It is gratifying to know that
the student who was critically
ill is now convalescing at home
and hopefully will be completely recovered in the near
future.
Gratefully yours,
James J. Scanlan, M.D.
Director, College Health·
Services
If the elusive Mr. Larsen, the
music student no one seems to
have ever seen, would like to
discuss the role of popular
music in music eduation, I'm
sure he'll find most of the
music faculty willing to participate in such a discussion.
He might also discover that
some of these approaches are
i>eing used in our courses, but
without fanfare.
Francis Marciniak,
Music Department

Appreciation
munications with your fine
newspaper.
Sincerely yours,
RIC Dance Company
Fannie Helen Melcer, Dir.

Editor's
Note:

Editor's Note: We'd like to
take this opportunity to explain
how we treat publicity for the
various campus organizations.
Firstly.
our treatment
is
usually in direct proportion to
the quantity and quality of
publicity material received.
Dr. Melcer provided us with an
abundance of such material.
Secondly.
the use of any
material often depends upon
our space requirements. And
thirdly. when an organization
< such as the dance company)
is willing to pay for a
reasonable quantity of advertising, we are inclined to
view favorably printed writeups and photographs.

This is a campus publication
that attempts
to serve all
segments
of the college
community as well as the
greater community as a whole.
We welcome all submissions
from any group or individual.
l'-aturally, we reserve the right
to select the material printed,
but we are willing to cooperate
to a great extent with contributo1·s, as Dr. Melcer would
attest.

THE

Bob Mayoh:

Notes on a Russian

ANCHOR, THURSDAY,

APRIL

Visit

New Year's Eve by the Gulf of Finland:
When we last left Christine,
as you will recall; she had just
entered the hospital, suffering
from a dread 'Grip,' which the
Russians pronounce, a la
Dracula, through the teeth as
though it were a medieval
plague. Her daily routine for
two days thereafter consisted
of medicine every three hours
and Kurt Vonnegut, who fells
the disgruntled Miss, getting
better all the time and soon
chafing at her confinement,
that to all happenings, perhaps
the most we can say in lieu of
ever understanding the why of
all things,
is a simple
acknowledgement:
'So it
goes; ' such is the way life is.
But by the third full day in her
quarantined,
white-washed
room,
Vonnegut's
pop
pessimism will no longer
suffice; the girl is feeling much
better and she wants out; for
she did not come to Leningard,
by far the most fascinating and
varied of Soviet cities, to spend
her time examining Soviet
health care firsthand, be it for
zip or no. When we come to
visit her on the third day,
whicQ happens to be New
Year's· Eve, she has been
sitting up in bed all day,
plucking despondently at her
eyebrows, examining a drawn
face, in her pocket-mirror, that
has faded to a pale. Looking
forward to a New Year's Eve
in a silent, virtually deserted
ward with only The Last of the
Mohicans left to read, she
contemplates
escape,
anticipating the forest stealth,
the run from the indian camp
of Cooper's Natty Bumnoo.
There are three of us who
take trolley 14 down Nevsky
Prospect that afternoon; my
Connecticut
friend
Boris
Borisovich ( whose actual
name is nothing so bizarre) , a
bourgeois communist studying
philosophy at the University of
Bridgeport; Timmy, another
philosophi major, and myself.
The day before we had come,
dropped off in the late afternoon by the sightseeing bus
back from Pushkin, and had
not been allowed to visit 'They
say,
you
come
tomorrow. Not today,' a man in
the waiting room tells us
( strangely enough, without
once looking our way) after the
doctors had given their explanations
w
Russian,
something which provokes the
three of us into the classic
monkey routine of total nonc11rnmunication. But today it is
ditf erent, and after donning
white hospital smocks the
three of us ( self-characterized
as Doctor Howard, Doctor Fine
and Doctor Howard)
are
allowed into the ward but not,
as it turns out, into Christine's
room; we can speak to her
through the use of a phone and
gape at each other through a
separating glass petition, but
no one gains admittance to
bedside. It makes for an awkward
situation,
d.augh
Christine, resourceful as ever,
uses it to her best advantage by
emphasizing the desperation of
her sitiuation. On the phone,
one byl one, each of us gets a
heavy tug for sympathy; the
girl is ip absolute distress over
the possibility
that
the
Russians will attempt to keep
her throughout our time in
Leningrad, releasing her only
the evening before deoarture
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back to Moscow. We still have
one evening and then a full day
still to go in Leningrad and,
with this in mind, Christine
begs for rescue. 'I feel fine!'
she moans through despairing
tears, a sympathetic
and
desperately lonely voice over
the line. 'I just gotta get out of
here!'
By the time we leave, we've
set our minds on gaining her
release as soon as possible,
something we leave her with in
the hopes of imparting some
comfort. That very night, New
Year's
Eve, has special
argumentative pull, we reason,
planning our attack on the
trolley ride back to the hotel,
since what tourist, especially
one who feels fine, would want
to spend such a-holiday eve in a
deserted foreign hospital?
Gaining her release so she can
spend New Year's. Eve with
her fell ow Americans hardly
seems an unreasonable wish.
Nevertheless, we expect opposition to such impetuosity,
and if not from our own people
than certainly
from the
hospital staff who must first
permit such a release before
the girl can go anywhere.
The man to see on this is
George, our principal guide,
and once back at the hotel and
in the dining room I approach
him in soliciting his vital
support. I expect to have to
persuade him to our side, that
is, if it's possible to get him to
go along with us at all. The
most likely response he will
make, I feel, will be in deferral
to the morrow; really, who
could be bothered at 6: 00 on
New Year's Eve, which is
Christmas and all else rolled
into one in the Soviet Union?' It
is not possible tonight, just like
that,' I expect him to hand me,
deciding the issue then and
there. But, amazingly enough,
he doesn't, nor does he give my
proposal for immediate action
any trouble at all when I approach him on the matter. The
suggestion doesn't seem that
crazy after all. 'Well, we· can
try,' he simply says, while
dividing a Baltic sardine on his
appetizer plate. 'It's worth a
try, I think. We'll go to the
hospital as soon as we eat,
alright?'
Twenty minutes later, a cab
procured, and we're on our
way to the rescue. Not only has
George come out without an
overcoat, but he's gone off and
left two friends just in from
Moscow in his hotel room with
all the New Year's Eve booze,
undoubtedly
a prodigious
cache. It makes me laugh, then
he himself; and for the rest of
the way we contemplate
possibilities on how much will
be left by the time he gets
back, until he finally says, 'Oh,
no ... They could never start
without me,' something which
is no doubt the case. Our
constant exposure to this
man's enlivening presence
would tell as much; for George
is an amazing spirit, a sensitive and warm man with a
truly :happy soul, by far the
most memorable Soviet any of
us will encounter. One cannot
help but like him. He has
personality and a ready sense
of humor ( at the Armory
Museum in Moscow one
morning, I absentmindedly ran
my palm over the parched
velour lining of one of Peter the

Great's more ornate carriages.
'Don't
touch!'
whispers
George,
interrupting
his
historical remarks; and then,
with a giant grin coming on, he
chides, 'Can't you read the
sign?' - a cardboard fixture
he then points out on the
nearest cushion. The group
laugh comes because the sign
of course is in Russian,
something no one but George
can read) . A married man
with a baby daughter back in
Moscow, one gets the impression by the time Kiev
arrives and George comes into
the dining room one morning in
western blue jeans and an
open-necked shirt of purple
print that this tour is not all
work for him, and that, once
past Moscow where regional
guides take over the daily
sightseeing, he has time to
relax and pursue something of
a vacation for himself. A Soviet
with the most bourgeois tendencies, George is a dapper
dresser, a horrendous chain
smoker ( he literally grabs at
an offered Winston),
and
something of a ladies man
when it comes to providing
native accompaniment to the
attractive female guides Intourist appoints during our
stay in the respective cities.
George is no communist, least
of all in his tastes, and any
questions of a political nature
seem to make him almost
visibly nervous, seemingly
taken to point on an area,
apparently, he's really rather
avoid. No patriot in this
respect, he still loves his
country, the Russian earth, the
ever-renewing motherland something he tells us with
evident conviction our last
time together on the bus out to
the
Moscow
airporL
Ultimately, George strikes me
as a good man, a most decent
human being.
Once at the hospital and he
plunges straight into the obvious red tape ( no pun intended) involved in such a preemptory venture on holiday
eve, persistent as only a Soviet
could
be. The
hospital
bureaucracy, clearly ca tight
on an off night, is slow to react,
save in making us wait;
something we do for the next
hour and a half, pacing back
and forth ouside Christine's
room in our stiff hospital
smocks. The decision either
for or against the girl's release
lies
with
a
doctor's
examination. It is an available
doctor we wait for, one of a
slim handful on duty on such an
evening. The doctor will come
when free. George tells me
after speaking in hushed tones
to a gnomish night attendant,
part of a maternal trio who
handle the ward. Christine is of
course delighted at our appearance, and waits confident
in the doctor's approval on her
release; so much so that she
immediately
proceeds with
eyeliner. Detracting symptoms include in the main a
rather
hoarse cough, but
otherwise she feels fine, ready
to brave the winds off the Gulf
of Finland, and while George
and I wait for the doctor's
approval,
smoking
innumerable Winstons in the
corridor outside, Christine
makes preparations for imminent departure.
1

Leningrad
Sometime after nine p.m.,
the doctor finaily arrives and
the awaited
examination
begins, a routine check mainly
in search of congestion and
lingering
inflammation.
Christine has to cough several
times while the doctor, another
middle-aged
female, asks
questions through George, the
bedside interlocutor.
Not
permitted
within, I stand
outside,
looking in, and
although unable to hear a thing
( most of it is in Russian
anyway, since the doctor
speaks no English) , I can tell
by the easy smiles, the joking
air that comes to prevail
beyond the glass barrier, that
Christine will get her wish,
that we will not be turned away
emptyhanded. And so it is; the
persistent cough aside ( which
Christine has concealed as
much as possible while in the
doctor's presence), permission
is granted for immediate
release and out we finally go,
medicine and overnight bag in
hand. For service beyond the
call of any guide's duty,
George receives a giant hug
from Christine once outside
the hospital doors; and we ride
back to the hotel in an ambulance wagon, the three of us
sitting in the back, while
Christine tell us about the
lasagna she had been served
that noon for lunch; 'Lasagna
in Leningrad!' she laughs, still
a good deal hoarse. 'And it was
good, too!'

u

Once back at the hotel and
George immediately disappears ( he will not be seen
again till late the following
afternoon,
on his way to
recovery from what has obviously been a monumental
drunk).
Christine
wisely
confines herself to the hotel for
the remainder of the evening;
she will attend a party for tour
members in our leader's suite;
and I go with Boris Borisovich
and fell ow friends to a party on
the outskirts of Leningrad,
hosted by one named Igor, of
whom Boris speaks most
highly. Igor, whose last name I
never learn ( his ffrst name,
has
enough
· however,
character
to render him
distinct forever), is a most
remarkable young Soviet, a
Russian Woody Allen in appearance ( even to an oversized
pair of glasses), who speaks
perfect
English
in welltrimmed anglicized tones. A
member of Komsomol, the
communist youth league, he
has just recently graduated
from the university, and now
works in some undefined
bureaucratic capacity at the
Leningrad airport. Certainly
an up-and-coming young man
- part of the intelligentsia
stratum in Soviet society, Igor
is possessed of a wry and everactive sense of humor, and his
English is so good that he
knows a great deal of common

(Part Two)
slang and can even tell jokes in
the language. With Boris, the
philosophical
Connecticut
communist, he engages in
serious discussions on international communism and,
in quite another capacity, he
will talk with me about writer
John Steinbeck, an author with
whom he has diligently
acquainted himself as his
collection of Bantam Steinbeck
editions testify - of the entire
collection the only title I cannot
find by Steinbeck,
oddly
enough, is a 1962 travel book,
Russian Journal. I promise to
send it to him.
Igor lives with his family ir a
suburban housing district by
the gulf of Finland. From our
hotel in the center of the city
the journey requires an involved subway ride, two trolley
changes, and finally a good
walk through a faceless,
typically
drab,
high-rise
housing area so completely
uniform that one is surprised
that even the residents can find
their way home to their own
little niche ( 'a unit,' properly
termed)
through such an
urban landsca !,e so totally
repetitive. Up to a second floor
flat, as cramped as any we
have been in, we go, to vodka
and a table decorated with all
manner of holiday food, the
newness and variety of which
makes for an experience in
itself ( all I can recall,
however, are the diced eggs,
closest to where I was sitting;
the rest, unfortunately, draws
a blank). The Beatles provide
the music on tape, and there is
dancing and quite an evening
of toasts with Igor and his
friends, while mother and
grandmother, living descendents both of the 900 day siege,
keep things going in the tiny
kitchen, before retiring to a
bedroom in awaiting the toll of
midnight. As midnight approaches, a TV set in the
corner of the room is turned on
so that we may watch the old
year end, the new come to life;
a simulated cartoon clock ticks
away the final few seconds,
and then it is suddenly 1W3 in
the Soviet Union with tr.e year
in numeral flashing on the
screen before us ( what did
they play to evoke the event
musically? I am nof sure, but a
good guess is the national
anthem). In contrast to the
'decadent'
scenes in New
York's Waldorf-Astoria ( i.e.,
those drunken old men dancing
with the tinsely dames,- the
virtually mindless sense of
celebration,
hosted by the
dullest Beelzebub ever - Guy
Lombardo), the stroke of the
new year in the U.S.S.R. seems
to usher in a time of reflection,
of thoughtful probing into both
the individual and national
conscience. At the stroke of
midnight there is of course
champagne and the happy
rounds of kissin~ and well-

E

orrwar
ookstore
224 THAYER STREET
PROVIDENCE
!lours:

l\lon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sun. Noon to 6 p.m .. 521-3230
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- Class of 1975

Sophomores

for Class Officers

Norn inations

will be accepted

through

Friday,

Around the Town
by Jame, W. Daw1on

April ?0,

FILMS

BROWN
THURS. APR. 12
The Crime of Monsieur Lange-Cinematheque-7:

12 :00 noon.

papers are available

Nomination

in the

30 p.m.

FRI. APR. 13
The Life Of Oharu- Carmichael-7: 00 p.m. & 9: 30 p.m.
Topaz - Carmichael - Midnight.

and may be

Class of '75 mailbox,

SAT. APR. 14
Claire's Knee- Carmichael-7: 00 & 9: 30 p.m.
East of Eden - Carmichael - Midnight.

deposited

1n the box on the

MON. APR. 16
Bullitt - Faunce House - 7: 00 p.m.
Bonnie and Clyde- Faunce House- 9: 30 p.m.

Information

TUES. APK 17
Murmur Of The Heart - Faunce House - 7: 00 p.m.
The Damned - Faunce House - 9: 30 p.m.

Desk.

Authority on Food
and Health to
Speak

WED. APR. 18
The Damned - Faunce House - 7: 00 p.m.
Murmur Of The Heart- Faunce House -10: 00 p.m.
THURS. APR. 19
Citizen Kane - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m.

BRYANT
SAT. APR. 14
Road Runner Fest. # 104, Cartoon Festival, Terro:- Trip and
Hollywood Color Cartoon Parade-Aud. -7: 30 p.m.
WED. APR. 18
I Love My Wife-Aud. - 7: 30 p.m.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
FRI. APR. 13
Bananas - Albertus Magnus Aud. - 7: 30 & 9: 30 p.m.
SAT. APR. 14
Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss Song - Albertus Magnus Aud. 8:00 p.m.
SUN. APR. 15
Same As Friday's schedule.
TUES. APR. 17
The Three Stooges-Albertus Magnus Aud. -8: 00 p.m.

@ Edward Julius,

ACROSS
1:-:fcikes

RHODE ISLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE
F"f.I. APR. 13
Coiossus-The Forbin Project and Valley Of The Gwangi - Place
and Time Unknown.

PRODUCTIONS

BROWN
FRI. APR. 13THRU SUN. APR. 15
Moliere's Tartuffe-Faunce House Theatre-8: 30p.m.
TRINITY SQUARE
SUN. APR. 8 THRU SAT. MAY 19
Year Of The Locust-Bridgham St. Prov. -8: 00 p.m.
CONCERTS
CIVIC CENTER
THURS. APR. 12
Merle Haggard with Mel Street, Bonnie Ownes, and Billy
"Crash" Craddock - 8: 00 p.m.
SAT. APR. 14
Beck, Bogert and Appice and Paul Butterfield's Better Days 8: 00 p.m.
WED. APR. 18
Sonny and Cher (The Bonos) also David Brenner - 7: 00 & 11: 00
p.m.

6.
11.
12.
14,
15,
17,
18,
20,
21.
23.
24,
25,
27,
29,
30,
32,
34,
36.
J7,
41,
45,
46,
48.
49,
50,
52,
53,
54,
57,
58,
60.
62,
6J,
64,
65,

Hiding Place
In Abundance
Quantity
of Praise
Letters
Bunch of Flowers
French Friend
Type of Seer
of Doctors
Society
Body Part, Fr,
Dregs
Actor John,
Make Amends For
Exclamation
Pinochle Term
Anderson and Kelly
Tubes
Electron
Contemporary Author
Price
Joins
Dell:rade
Poem '
Narrative
Woman's Name
Source of Income
Var,
Evening,
Talk Wildly
Go Away!
Sailor
Traveler
Tumor
Suffix:
Mile
Embarrasses
Troop Encampments
Bible Society
Tests
Essential
Artist's

Targum CW73-5

1973

DOWN
-1-.-Custodian
2. Tree
Opera
3, __
4, ixoeriment
5• Vendor
6. Box for Tea, etc,
7, Radio & TV Character
8. Price
of Color
9, Gradation
10, Betrothed
Cell
11, Reproductive
13, iv1exican Food
14, Deadly
16. ~easure of Length (pl.)
19, Gist
22, Proclaim
Animals
24, One-celled
26, nronte Heroine
28, African Village

Jl.

Ill

33,
35,
37,
38.
39
40,
42,
4J,
44,
47,
51,
54,
55,
56,
59.
61,

Beats (abbr,)
Postman's
of Dark Sky
Descriptive
Pennies
Medicine That Soothes
gotassium
Party-__
Liquor
Sailors
These, Sp,
Infuriate
Leg Bone
Stage
Insect
Article
Humor Magazine (pl,)
on
Put a Strain
Understand

-

The Rhode Island Natural
Food Associates will sponsor a
lecture by Beatrice Trum
Hunter, noted authority on
food, diet and health, at the
William H. Hall Free Library,
1825 Broad Street, Cranston,
on Sunday, April 15, at 2: 00
p.m.
Mrs. Hunter, who lives in
Hillsboro, New Hampshire, is
well known for her ''Natural
Foods Cookbook," a first in the
field, and is also the author of
"Gardening Without Poisons,"
Foods Primer,"
"Natural
"Fact Book on Food Additives
and Your Health" and other
on food and
publications
health.
Donation for the lecture will
be $ 1.00 payable at the door.

The Drop-in
Center

get free
coffee!
COLLEGIATE

is on Page Eleven

~OTES

t:nderstand all subjects, plays and
no\'els raster:
• Thousands or topics available within
4k hours or mailing
· Complf'le with bibliography and
footnotes
· Lowest Prices are GCARANTEED
SE~D S 1.90 for our latest descriptive
:\lail-Order Catalogue with Postage.
.
Paid Order Forms too:
COLLEGIATE

Solution

to

a place

RESEARCH GUIDE

I~- 13th St. Bldg. Rm. 706
Phlla. Pa. 19I07
IIOT-I.INE <215) 563-3758

t:il!l ,SI

JHl<JA
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flawless show, but then, they
do not profess to be a
professional company.

Bella Lewitzky
and the RIC
Dance Company

-

A Comparison
As entertainment, the RIC
company, amateurs as they
are, compared quite competently with the performance
given by Bella Lewitzky and
her company. There were of
course, productions by the RIC
Company which I felt were
more outstanding than others
of their pieces, and perhaps
then more successful in that
aspect, ( such as the series on
the religious dances, with the
Holy Rollers) which had a
certain footstomping, folksy
old-fashioned
of
appeal
country dancing, and also
Compulsions
Compulsions.
however, was professionally
choreographed by Heinz Poll,
and the difference was evident
in the dramatic impact of the
piece. There was a crucial
Compulsions,
in
point
however, where it suddenly
lost the driving psychotic intensity, its flagrant madness
and I was left, stranded and
utterly bewildered, right in the
middle of the piece. The
second part of Compulsions,
almost like a second act,
reflected a complete contrast
of pace and mood. The first
time I saw it, at least it did not
develop emotionally as I had
hoped, and the shock ending
seemed less a shock than a
gimmick. The second night of
however, the
performance,
show ·came off with a little
more enthusiasm, and the
conclusion of Compulsions was
quite powerful. I discovered
later that only the first half of
been
had
dance
the
choreographed by Heinz Poll,
and the second half had been
taken over by Dr. Melcer of our
own modern dance department, to complete the unfinished piece. I think this is a
crucial example of a lack of
collaboration on the parts of
the two choreographers, a lack
of communication; had I not
had the opportunity to go back
awt see Compulsions for a
second time and manage to
reconcile the two radically
different styles, I would have
been sadly disappointed in
what had originally promised
to be such a tenselydramatic
piece. It was not the fault of Dr.
Melcer, of course; Mr. Poll had
set a very demanding and vital
pace to the dance when he
began it; it was obvious that he
had a definite pattern in mind,
which was not Fanny's interpretation.
I thought that in comparing
the two nights of the RIC
performance, the second was
undoubtedly better as far as
energy and enthusiasm went,
although one or two obvious
fumbles were made by some of
the leading dancers on the
second night which detracted
from it slightly. It was not a

I also found the sets and
lighting styles of the two
to be at least
companies
differentiated;
noticeably
here, in the technical field, I
found the styles and abilities of
the two more plain. I personally thought the set design
and lighting used for Bella
Lewitzky and her company to
be more drama tic and more
effective, notably in the first
by Miss
solo performance
where
herself,
Lewitzky
for
used
was
nothing
background except strategic
lighting and a geometrically
patterned web, and yet this
was sufficient - it was more
than sufficient, it was efmore
set
Any
fective.
elaborate than that might have
detracted considerably from
the magnificent performance
being given. In general, the
practice of Bella Lewitzky's
company was to use a slightly
sparser set, and yet to do more
with it, it was memorable. This
may or may not have any
to the dancing
relevance
ability of the two companies to
use their sets effectiv.ely, or
the choreography, or the interpretations, or any number
of factors: there was not much
difference between the two
looking at certain examples,
though during others, Bella
Lewitzky and her company, as
definitely
professionals,
proved to have an enormous
physical perfection of performance, a flair of confidence
and control sometimes lacking
in the RIC company's dance.
This is inevitable, of course;
in Bella
the performers
Lewitzky's company were all
older and hence longer on
and
experience
dancing
practice than the RIC company.
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bolder. There was less of what
might be expected from moves.
in modern dancing and more of
a feeling of a purely emotional
exmore
outpouring,
to the entire
pressiveness
performance as a whole.
The point is, of course, to
make that there was a difthe two
between
ference
companies - and the point was
professionalism, design and
Bella
style in particular.
Lewitzky's company is beyond
the point of memorized mood
and step; they have become
in an
as actors
more
exaggerated field, where the
for the
move is natural
emotion, and there is no break
in the pace - the continuity is
spontaneous. The use of real
music in their performance
rather than taped music, their
choices of music as opposed to
the choice made in the RIC

( allowing, of
performance
course, for exceptions, such as
the music in the Holy Rollers
series and a few others where
really
was
choice
the
rhetorical - there was only a
small selection that would be
for a certain
appropriate
mood), are what all add immeasurably to the polish of a
to make it
performance
than
rather
professional
amateur.

Nixon Psalm
Anonymous
Nixon is my shepard, I am in want,
He maketh me to lie down on park benches,
He leadeth me beside still factories,
He restoreth my doubt in the Republican party,
He guideth me in the path of unemployment for his party's sake,
Yea, tho I walk through the valley of soup kitchens,
I am hungry
He annointeth my income with taxes,
My expenses are runneth my income.
Surely, poverty and hard living shall follow,
Me all the days of the Republican Administration;
And I shall dwell in the rented house forever.
Five thousand years ago Moses said,
"Pick up your shovels, mount on your camel or ass,
And I will lead you to the Promised Land."
Twenty-five years ago, roosevelt said,
"Lay down your shovels, light up a Camel
And sit on your ass, for this is the Promised Land."
Now-people-be careful
Nixon will take your shovel, shove it up your ass,
Sell your Camel, and tell you there is no Promised Land.

There was also a difference
in the style "in general," as it
were, used by each company.
Meditations
The RIC company, though
perfectly within the bounds of I love so hard, sometimes till I can not feel
to be I think so hard, sometimes till I fall asleep
what is considered
"modern dance," (which is an I hate so hard, sometimes I can only sigh
wide I weep so hard, sometimes I can only moan
undefinedly
almost
range,) were more on the
But what of those who have neither
order of recognized traditional
I-ness nor ego verbs?
dance, sometimes bordering
TUBBY DIOGENES
even on a mood one might find
This thing we call theater
in ballet. Though the moves
flowed well enough, there were is a sophistication of the highest order,
sufficient falters and mistakes
and yet, it is a grossly barbaric rite.
where one could see they had
not yet entirely mastered the Faces from dreams
moves completely, or when the
train their secret, precious eyes on actors and actresses
dancers seemed just slightly with a hope indefinable.
self-conscious that changed the
Such a short time
mood of the show in general,
in such a small p!ace
just slightly; Bella Lewitzky's
company used moves which to ask such questions.
r.'.ore · were more abstract,
unusual, and admittedly, more Doors close softly
difficult, perhaps much more and once more we invoke ourselves in ghostly pools of light,
difficult at times, than those expecting with touching naivety
attempted by the RIC dance to discover why we are here.
company. Her work and arKirk Feather
tistic design, the symbolism,
the tone used in her own
choreography, was basically
more avant-garde in flavor
than our own school company.
There was more adventure to
the moves perhaps; she is

A Message to
Spectators
Magic

from

the

Theatre

Oh, how I wish that I could see
A poem skinny as a tree;
A peom, slend€~, like a sylph,
And worthy of the writers ilk.
Another kind of poet I'd like to
murder
A re the kind that get too
wordy.
ill-feted
fearful,
what
phenomenon
Makes them itch to put fifty
commas on?
But if I don't get some poems
quickly,
This solumn will certainly look
sickly.
#
A poem, slender, like a sylph,
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On Campus
In importantannouncementto e,ery

By Jim Dawson

THURSDAY, APRIL 12
"Lenny Bruce", a BOG presentation - Roberts Theatre - 8: 00
p.m.

student in the health professions:

FRIDAY, APRIL 13
Marcel Marceau ( Fine Arts) - Roberts Theatre-8: 00 p.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 15
Distinguished Films - If - Gaige Aud. -8:

00 p.m.

MONDAY, APRIL 16
Salston House- Beer and Conversation - 7: 00 p.m. - Midnight.
TUESDAY, APRIL 17
Edwin Dymovitz - Roberts 137 - 1: 00 p.m.
Salstone House -Ale and allegory - 7: 00 p.m. - Midnight.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
Salstone House - Lager and 'Laxation - 2: 00 p.m. - 5: 00 p.m.
Cinema U <BOG Films) - Hitchcock Festival - Strangers
On A Train and The Wrong Man-Gaige Aud. -7: 00 p.m.

Coffeehouse

Circuit

By Jim Dawson

A BAO A QU (RIC)
THURSDAY. APRIL 12
Flicks- Laughing Gas - Charlie Chaplin, Hurry Hurry - W.C.
Fields, Night Owls - Laurel & Hardy .
Shown at 7: 00 p.m. & 9: 30 p.m.
FRIDAY, APRIL 13
Closed (Superstitious?)
SATURDAY, APRIL 15
Music-Two hours of Bob Dylan-From 8: 00 p.m. to 10: 00 p.m.
Flicks - My Little Chickadee- W.C. Fields and Mae West, I'm
No Angel - Mae West
Shown at 11: 00 p.m.
BIG MOTHER ( BROWN)
FRIDAY, APRIL 13
Jack Radcliff - 10: 00 p.m. & 11: 30 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 14
John Polee also Jeff & Jeanne- 9: 30p.m. & 11: 00p.m.
MOUTHPIECE (3 Clemence St. Prov.)
FRIDAY, APRIL 13
Joyce Katzberg - 9: 00 a.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 14
Ceilidh ( Gaelic for Houseparty) - 9: 00 p.m.

Bread and Puppet Theatre
The Bread and Puppet
Theatre will present its own
form of progressive theatre in
Providence this week. The
first performance is tonight at
the South Providence Boys
Club gym at 1 Louisa Street.
The program begins at 8 p.m.

and is free. l<'riday night the
players perform at Brown
University, Sayles Hall at 8
p.m.; donation is $ 1.00. On
Saturday, Grace Church, 175
Mathewson Street, hosts the
program at 8 p.m. Donation is
$1.00.

NEWSCHOLARSHIPS
IREAVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY.
THEY
-COVER
TUITION
ANDRELATED
COSTSAND
PROVIDE
ANANNUAL
INCOME
OF$6,300ASWELL
If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
the
rrof essional training,
scholarships just made poss i b I e by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization
Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.

We make it easy for you to
complete your stud1'es.You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still recerve your active
duty pay.

Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two yea1· minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering
active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
pl'Ofessional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the cot..pon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.

r----------------7
~~·:r
C. C N-43
Fo1·ces Scholarships

Universal
I desire

City, Texas
information

7Ml4K
fur tbe

I
following

Jir~~~;:
Navy [l Air Force
Medica90steoJ)athic
D Dental
Veterinary
O Podiatry•
~ Other (Please specify). ____

I
I
1

( please

Address

I
I
I

Numc ________

S,u:. Sec.

I

print)

1

I
II

=-------

________

I

Cic, _________

Stnte, ____

II

Zip, ___

: Eni-olled at

(Sch,.,IJ

I Tol-!l'nduatcin, ______
I
t~onthl
I Oatl.'nf hirl h (Month)
Pudianr
not a\'ailnltle
I •________________
L

(Yeur)

(Day)

:
(DeR"rcc)

(Year)

in Ail· Force Pr(lgrum.

I
I
I
JI

Struick to Give Guest Lecture
Professor Dirk J. Struik,
professor emeritus at the
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology
and an internationally
renowned
mathematician
and science
historian, has accepted an
invitation
from
the
Mathematics Department at
Rhode Island College to visit
the campus on April 24-25.
Professor Struik will deliver
two addresses. The first of
these, on April 24 at 7: 30 p.m.
in Room 128 of the Clarke
Science Building which is
entitled "Counting With and
Without Digits." It will be an
!,istorical survey beginnin11

with finger counting and the
abacus, and leading to a full
development of the present
system of counting with
decimal fractions and logarithms. There is no admissiJn
charge and the general public
is cordially invited to attend.
Prior to the address, a buffet
dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
in the Rhode Island College
Faculty Center.
The following day, April. 25
at 2 p.m. in Gaige 253,
Professor Struik will speak on
"How Calculus Came into
Being."
Professor Struik, who now
resides
in
Belmont,

Massachusetts, was born in
1894 in Rotterdam,
the
Netherlands.
In 1922 he
received his Ph. D. from the
University
of
Leyden
(Netherlands),
and was a
faculty
member
at the
Universities
of Rome and
Gottingen before joining the
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology faculty in 19'26. He
has served
as a Guest
Professor
at several
institutions,
including
the
National University of Mexico
and the Universities of Costa

Rica, Utrecht and Puerto H.ico.
In 1928 Professor
Struik
received
the L obacevskii
Citation from the University of
Kazan ( USSR) ; he is a fellow
of American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, and a member of
the Royal Academy of Science
of Amsterdam.
Professor Struik's writings
include several books and
numerous journal articles in
the areas of differential
geometry, tensor calculus,
hydrodynamics and the history
of science.

Thorp Mixer
Tonite
the Student Center tonight
from 8 p.m to 1 a.m.
Ashe and Co. will be the
featured band for the event.
Positive proof of age will be
required. Admission is $1.
The Thorp Hall Student
Association at Rhode Island
College will sponsor a mixer at

EieI .SI -..n11qJ>. YAOa.HUHT .HOH'.)ll!A
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TheDannon
top.exchange

Co. in. Review
A Review by
Marianne Gardiner

On Friday and Saturday
evenings, March 23 and 24, The
Rhode Island College Dance
their
presented
Company
annual concert. This fine
by the
group sponsored
Physical Education Department performs during the year
on tour in the schools of Rhode
Island and Massachusetts and
then presents its major concert
in the spring.

·
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This year's concert was, I
think, the finest in 'the company's history, in terms of the
prowess of the
technical
fine
the
dancers,
the
and
choreography,
great technical
especially
staging of the dances. This
group is in the true sense a
that works and
company
dances well together. Although
we saw some fine sole performances from dancers who
have performed with their
group for four or five years, the
entire group performed well
and the evening was not
marred by the sometime wiC,e
range of abilities found in nonprofessional groups.
The program began with two
student choreographers' works
which were interesting and
and then
well performed
to dances by
progressed
professional choreographers.
The dancers were indeed
fortunate to have worked this
year with Clay Taliaferro and
Heinz Poll as well as our own
Dr. Fannie Helen Melcer,
artistic director of the company, who choreographed two
major works. I thoroughly
Melcer's
Dr. ,.
enjoy
choreography which usually
has a fairly narrative style.
The audience is always aware
of what the dancers·are trying
to say. While the uninitiated
may miss some of the subtleties, the message is never
totally lost. Dr. Melcer says
she is glad Love Story has
arrived and her ballets are now
in vogue. She considers
of
an audience
pleasing
primary importance because
is certainly
an audience
necessary to the lives of her
performers.
Of I he two Melcer Pieces, I
enjoyed
particularly
Premonitions perhaps because
it showed off the male dancers
so well. The company is
remarkably well-populated by
males who do an outstanding
job. The Taliaferro ballet was
lyrical and beautiful to watch
and enhanced by spectacular
lighting. I felt that Compulsions by Heinz Poll did not
sustain the drama promised at
·the beginning but none the less
was a spectacular dance. It
should be noted that this year
several fairly long dances were
performed. This requires more
skill and rehearsal on the part
of the dancers but is certainly
well worth it in terms of
results.

1
Sendu ny ·----- n
plus25¢, we'llsendyou
a completeset of 13.
Freak out your dorm-mates with your collection of Dannon tops.
Arrange them on your walls, your desk, your Levi jacket, your
girlfriend (or boyfriend-we're not out to offend Women's Lib).
More than a fad, it's an aesthetic experience that gives lasting
significance to a transitory gastronomical sensation.
So pry one top from a Dannon cover, and post it to us with a mere ·
our 1$polorfulfiavor$. __··--·
25¢. We'll send YO\!~set of
Darinon is
. Oµr motive is ulterior~ bqt our caiiseisjtlst/Remernber
the natural yogurt""'.'.noartificial anything?;M)dl to
Y.iJlOl;
$§:fn:Avenue,. J...q~gI.~1ijijij.JJityt:N.
Milk Progt1cts/?~il1

all

_ _._
__
~~nnon__

•

pany since its inception. As a
dancer in the Modern Dance
Club which preceeded the
Dance Company, I have been
proud to watch it grow into the
fine group we have today.

Veteran's
< Cont.

Bill

from Pg.

l)

Representative Levin is a
past Commander of the Jewish
War Veterans and has been
Veteran's
in
active
for over a
organizations
quarter of a century. Veteran~affairs are one of his pet interests, and he spent months
researching, working with both
old and young Veteran's
groups and organizations, and
civic and community leaders
in drafting his Vets bill. A good
point that he made was that
there is strength in numbers,
The audience was duly and because of the divisiveness
impressed by the (ine lighting caused by V,ietnam, many
design by Billie Ann Burrill Vietnam era Veterans did not
Veterans
formal
who has been with the com- join

.•.•.••.•

.•.•
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organizations or attempt to sideration until next year. If
non- Mr. Levin's bill does make it
form a non-partisan,
political one of their own. The through the H<mse it has to go
War through the same process in
WWII and Korean
Veterans realize that Vietnam the Senate. How do you make
Veterans are not a bunch of · sure that this bill doesn't die
lazy heroin addicts and that this year?
Letters or phone calls from
they made the same sacrifices
citizens to the
that they did and want to see us concerned
Lieutenant
Governor,
get· the bonus.
Why then could a good bill Governor, Speaker of the
like Rep. Levin's not pass this House, the Finance Committee
Chairmen of the R.I. House
of the General
session
R.I. Senate, and to your
and
several.
Assembly? Answer
Senator· and
The General Assembly has local state
gone past the fifty day mark Representative will definitely
which means no further new help. I have heard the reaclegislation can be introduced .. I tionary argument against the
bill also. Some say that it will
have heard from reliable
sources in the Statehous~ that cost the State too much money
the General Assembly will and that a returning Veteran is
probably adjourn around the too unstable and that he'll just
first part of May. That means blow the money anyway.
if Rep. Levin's bill does not get Bullshit! The Levin Bill if
out of the Finance Committee enacted and approved by a
and on to the floor of the House statewide referendum will help
to be voted on it will die in the the economy of this State since
finance committee and there most Veterans will be paying
won't be any way that it can bills with it or using it to buy
come up again for con- goods and services. In other

words most of this 10 million
dollars will go into Rhode
Island's economy helping to
create jobs for people. Besides
10 million is just a drop in the
to the
bucket compared
millions of taxpayers dollars
that are just squandered away
abuse,
welfare
through
bureaucratic waste etc.
Wake up Veterans! You can
use the $200 this year and need
it just as much as I do. You will
be more than reimbursed for
the cost of the postage stamps
and telephone calls if the bill is
you've
Finally,
enacted.
earned it just by the fact that
you put up with the "hurry up
and wait" in the service for
those years.
The Levin bill if enacted will
not ,nly benefit the Veteran
Com -·trnnity of the State but
will -dlso benefit all of the
people of Rhode Island if
For this reason
enacted.
enactment of this bill deserves
the full support of the public
sector.
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Film Workshop
( Cont. from Pg.

PORTRAITS
by Jeffrey L. Heiser

Palm Sunday,
1973 Style
So the sun went down, and the hearts grew cold. The afternoon had been rather fine. The girls had taken John and I to
the park, and the girls, who were Susan with the painted nails,
Ginger with the blue eyes and the halo above her blond hair and
Janet with the made-up face to hide three years of serious
speeding, the girls now took us to a new, pretentious bar by the
East Side to meet the cream ( or dregs, depending) of
Providence's new society. So the sun had gone down and the only
thing· that was consciously warm was my forehead, the aftereffects of a week's flu.

So we walked into the bar; a lot of people there, many knew
the girls. No sooner had we walked in then some black dude, who
nearly spilled a scotch and soda on me, had a drink and a line
ready for Janet. Susan, who used to sleep with the bartender,
always got. hers for free. John bought a beer and Ginger bought
one for herself and one for me. John and I sat down at a table near
the corner while Ginger talked openly with some chick who was
nearly six feet tall with assorted ostrich feathers and platforms
to boot. Janet had temporarily disappeared among the people
and Susan was at the bar with a few faces who although they
looked quite different, were strikingly alike in many respects.
John finished his beer and ordered a tequila sunrise for a change
_.---..,...
111 A.
---ur
1,,h.:t!."'ttelOOKt:u !'atner n1::rvou.s,so 1 assurea nun mat u: rea11.>7
was Palm Sunday as the tape machine blared noisily in the
background.
A,_

-

-

I)

difficult but the incentive of
completing a movie by the end
of the weekend somehow
served to keep the people alert.
In the evening of that day,
films
were
shown
and
discussed for their good and
bad points. In all the day was
long and interesting
but
definitely long.
Saturday
began with a
discussion on animation by
David Brown, a student from
Harvard. At this point, a subworkshop
was begun on
animation and the rest of the
group discussed with Mark
Bristow, creator of Mark's
America, and with Ray Krill
from
Iowa
State
the
possibilities of working with a
super eight movie camera.
Both men have completed fine
movies using only super eights.
The Animation group began
creating with blank film and
some inks and stuff.
Saturday night dealt with
script writing and preparing
for Sunday's shooting.
And then came Sunday. The
culmination of the weekend
training was the production of
two commercials, a movie, and
a series of animations not to
mention some pretty · funny
experiments.
One group
developed a peanut butter
toothpaste commercial which
is great. Another group did a
movie titled Inside Out. This
movie depicted a student's
futile attempts to enter the
Student Union while others
seem to ignore him.

•

So in my usual manner, I tried to picture palm branches up
and down the aisle behind the long row of bar stools, extending
from the front of the bar to the table where John and I both sat. It
was then that Ginger with the blue eyes and the halo above her
blond hair came back to us. In her usual soft voice she introduced
us to the chick with the assorted ostrich feathers and platforms to
boot, and who also kept her arm around Ginger's waist with
attempted unconcern, and some flaming hairdresser who was so
bloody affected that as soon as he first lisped his greetings to us,
John drained his glass and got up to sit at the bar. I felt like
throwing up whenever he smiled at me, but tried to remain polite
as I listened to the conversation about some party the night
before, where everyone apparently did everything without fear of
repression. ThP hairdresser turned to me with another smile and
informed me that he had only been gay for a year. I answered
with a curt "so what?" and the remainder of his excited drivel
consisted entirely of words and phrases like "movement,"
'·tiolding hands," "repression," and "freedom." I cut him off and
went to the bathroom, secretly hoping that he wouldn't follow me
in.
There were no palm branches in the bathroom, although
some towels on the floor would have made a considerable improvement upon the shape of things. And the hairdresser didn't
follow me in; in fact, when I came out, he was gone. Ginger with
the blue eyes and the halo a hove her blond hair smiled and nearly
laughed when she told me that he had gone home with his wife. I
did laugh, obviously with some relief, and told her if all he could
talk about was being gay, then we fortunately had nothing in
common to talk about at all. Ginger and her friend both laughed,
and she jokingly thanked me for not calling him a faggot. I
walked over to the bar and sat down next to John and ordered
another beer. I noticed that the bartender was still making drinks
for Susan, and that Janet had left with the black dude who had nearly spilled a scotch and soda on me. Since Ginger obviously had a
ride home or wherever it was she was going to, John and I
'
'
finished our drinks and we left. There were no palm branches in
sight as our heels clicked the pavement in the misty night air.

Other pro<ffl".!t~ons
included a
workshop animation, a cartoon, and a series of experiments.
Saturday, April 14th has
been set aside for editing. And
in all, the experience and the
knowledge was well worth the
cost.

New President
< Cont.

from Pg.

I)

and doctorate from Brown
University.
He has served
on the
faculties
of George West
Junior High School and Roger
Williams Junior High.
From 1949to 1958, he served
in the English department of
the University of Southern
Illinois.
For several
years,
Dr.
Willard also served as director
for the Providence Center of
Rhode Island State College,
now known as the University of
Rhode Island.

TheDrop-in
Center
(S.H.O.E.)
Is a placeto meetpeople,
andto learn
about
ourselves.

************

Special Summer Course
for College Women

communications
skills 73.
An extensive 8 week course in BOSTON to prepare
Liberal Arts Majors for important positions in business and industry, the professions, and ·government services. Limited enrollment.
Call (617) 536-6789 or send coupon for
full details

flJI'

867 Boylston Street

~;
,r"

Boston, Massachusetts

!~~

02116,'>
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Leningrad

( Part 2)

wishing, but within a minute or
so, the new year now in
progress,
the holiday air
becomes one of sober appraisal. 'What has been accomplished? What remains to
be done?' asks Kosygin, whose
dour bureaucrat's face next
appears before the nation. We
sip our champagne and listen,
while Igor translates. H172was
not considered a very good
year in the Soviet Union, and
Kosygin lists both industrial
and agricultural
production
quotes for the year as being
l ,elow the expected levels of
output.
Turning
to
international affairs, in a world
longing for peace, the United
States continues its imperialist
aggression against the people
of North Vietnam; and in the
Middle East the border tension
continues; renewed violence
could erupt at any time. The
new year, H173, the Premier
hopes along with peace loving

<Cont. from Pg. 3>

peoples everywhere, will be
one of progress and of peace;
and he concludes in the same
monotone he began in, wishing
everyone a prosperous and
fruitful new year.
As the night proceeds, it
becomes time for more dancing, more vodka, and then,
finally for an exchange of gifts
over coffee and cheesecake. It
is now almost 4 a.m., and
although
several
of our
American compatriots
are
noticeably
sagging,
the
Russians remain as lively as
ever. Igor wants everyone to
stay till morning; something
he advises since the ·subway
does not open till six; but the
collective vote among our
weary group is for getting back
to the hotel - a mistaken
mission, as things turn out, in
bitter early morning cold that
will only serve to prove how
right Igor was in wanting us to
< Cont.

on Pg. 13)

Pbuck
off!

SUNDAY
THRU
THURSDAY
For Each
Adult Member
of Your Party

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE
plus

A BONELESS.
SIRLOIN
STEAK

o,ll!m$
2.95
Regular Price $3.95

plus
PITCHER OF BEER
OR
GOBLET OF WINE

25c
25c

Thisoffer not valid in conjuctionwith otherdiscountadvertising

FOR

DINNER

ONLY

EMERSONS,
Ltd.
1940 Pawtucket

Ave

(Formerly Sullivan• Steak House)

E. Providence,
434-6660
© EmersonsLtd., 1973
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PERIOD

NOTICE OF NOMINATION
Student Parliament

Any full-time

student may file a petiti9n

undergraduate

with the Parliament

Assistant,

Executive

Union, to contest the following

Room 310 Student

seats. Anyone can represent

't

:

a constituency

in his/her

I
I

major, minor or concentration.

I
I
I

I

I

Constituency

I:

3 seats
Biology, Nursing Mathematics

:
:

Constituency

II:

3 seats

I

I

Anthropology/Geography,

Constitu~ncy III:

English

5 seats
Economics, History, Political S~ience, Sociology, Psychology

I

'•
,,
,,

Constituency

IV:

,•

3 seats

I

I

Art, Modern Languages,

Speech/Theatre

:

I
I

Constituency

V:

2 seats
Industrial

C[!nstituency VI:

Education,

Philosophy/Foundations

:

4 seats
Elementary

Education

ROBERT MISENOR
Elections

Committee

Chairman

THE
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Drop-In Center
Welcomes New Members
The Drop-In Center has
acquired fifteen new ·staff
members, as a result of the
recent training sessions and
screening. At this point, most
articles would state the names
of the new members and give
some irrelevant information
article,
This
about each.
however, refuses to do that.
As many posters for the
center read, the center is, 'a
place to meet people and learn
about ourselves'. And it is for
this reason that the article does
not give names.

Too many people know
others only superficially. The
center is one place to really
meet people~ Furthermore, the
staff members have joined not
for personal prestige but
rather because they believe in
the purpose of the center.
If you want to know who is
staffing the Drop-In Center, or
if you want to meet people,
drop in between two o'clock in
the afternoon and ten in the
. evening. Only in meeting
others and sharing ourselves
do we really learn about
ourselves.

Sieeo

(r) ins.tructor of music at Rhode lsland Colle&e renearsa1s ror tne rortncommg spring
- - Rid1ard
concert of the RIC Choir which will perform under his direction, Wednesday, Aprll 18 at 3 p.m. in 138 Roberts
Hall. Piano accompaniment for the concert will be by Norman Chapman, assistant professor of music at RIC
.R.I.C. Photo by Gordon E. Rowley
CL>.

Choir and Brass Spring Conte
The Rhode Island College
Choir and the Rhode Island
College Brass Quintet will
perform at a spring concert
featuring works by Benjamin
Britten, Charles Ives, and
Brahms on Wednesday, April
18at 3 p.m. in 138Roberts Hall. ·
Under the direction of Richard
Steen, instructor of music at
RIC, the choir will be accompanied by pianist Norman
Chapman, assistant professor
of music, violinist Barbara
assistant proPoularikas,
fessor of music, and organist
David Mitchell, a graduate
student at RIC who resides
~u L _. :<.:::-:~ewbere he is al].

organist and choir director
at First Baptist Church. The
Brass Quintet is directed by
assistant
John Pellegrino,
professor of music.
"A celebration of the season
of spring" is how the concert
has been described by Mr.
Steen. "It will pe light and
joyful," he said.
The program will include
"Rejoice in the Lamb," a
festival cantata by Benjamin
in the
"Rejoice
Britten.
Lamb," based on a poem of the
same name written by an
century- poet,
eighteenth
Christopher Smart while he

Elementary

was irf an asylum, nas as lt!:)
theme the worship of God.
Smart, deeply religious but
unbalanced, wrote a chaotic
piece.
but genius-inspired
Britten in setting it to music,
created a cantata made up of
ten short sections which reflect
the worship of God by all
created beings and things,
each in its own way.
in the
Other selections
-program will include "Circus
by
Songs and Marches"
Charles Ives, and "Gypsy
Songs" by Brahms.
Admission to the concert,
which is open to the public, is
free.

Education

Idyll

a touch of for the group to sit down and what the professor thinks
Employing
whimsy to cut through some of together, to air opinions about should be offered to meet
to the curriculum and where it is them. Next the groups would
endemic
the opacity
make an effort to determine
the headed.
prose,
educational
"We decided that what was the competencies which the
Education
Elementary
necessary to begin with was students would be asked to
Department at· Rhode Island
the development of a rationale develop. Third, a more perCollege called itself the
was
approach
for each course we offer in the sonalized
and Chowder
"Marching
student
a
which
in
suggested
we'teach
do
Why
department.
Society in Performance-Based
Teacher Education" when it what we teach? Why do we might identify his experiences
offer it to the student at the and needs sooner in the
took itself fifteen members
strong to URI's Alton Jones particular time in his program program, as well as having
campus for a two day think that we do?" Dr. Crenson longer and more measurable
to the studentexposure
asked rhetorically.
session recently.
To reach common points of teaching experience in order to
With arrangements made for
which areas of
determine
covering of classes by other agreement, the department
the
and strength
members of the faculty, the broke itself up into small ability
best
might
teacher
prospective
areas
the
on
,based
groups
in Dr. John
participants
Crenson's innovative depart- which the members teach. At enhance through a sequence of
ment meeting 'spent Monday Rhode Island College these planned competencies.
"By having each teacher
and Tuesday, March 26 and '27 would be Concepts of Teaching
what he thinks should
identify
of
study
in deep and intensive reflection I, the analytical
and when, we take
taught,
be
of
Concepts
teaching;
their
upon the direction
department is to take in the Teaching II, the study of the first step toward putting
concepts the content in measurable
Teaching/learning
fu!ure. The Alton Jones
terms. Once we have been able
campus in West Greenwich related to language arts/social
to do that we can begin to think
Teaching
of
Concepts
studies;
provided an idyllic setting for
establishing a hierarchy
about
the
Childhood),
Early
(
II
the retreat.
a sequence for the
systems,
of
programs
educational
of
study
With patience characteristic
kinand
school
nursery
for
on Pg. 1 U
Cont.
(
of a careerist in elementary
education, Dr. Crenson, who dergarten pupils; Concepts of
Teaching III (Elementary),
will assume the chairmanship
The Lost Weekend
of the department in July, the study of teaching/learning
to
related
concepts
the complex
interpreted
by Ken Michael Forestal
science;
and
mathematics
which
educational terminology
There are several definitions
describes the structure of a Concepts of Teaching III of a lost weekend. One may be
teacher-to-he's curriculum at ( Early Childhood Education),
staying in your apartment for
an overview of primary in- three days doing some good
RIC.
"Education as it is now struction with major emphasis dope, fine wines and good
taught is a collection of course on the first and second grade;
tunes. Another might be
Student
and
work. What we hope to do with Reading;
heading up North, shutting
retreats and conferences such Teaching.
yourself off fr()m civilization
Each group of faculty
as this one is f>volvecriteria for
for a couple of days.
a future course of study in members followed a similar
I feel my weekend was like
self- neither of the above, but rather
at procedure · in the
education
elementary
Rhode Island College," he examination project. The first the experience of a genuine
step in evolving the rationale
Lost Weekend.
said.
Among the major concerns for the individual courses was
It all started Friday. Things
of Dr. Crenson in suggesting to identify the needs which were looking up, but then the
( Cont. onPg. 13)
the retreat was the necessity prospective students will have

Village Green
Soeietg
Preservation
bv Ken Michael Forestal

The Kinks Second Komhig
Part One
It all 'started so innocently.
1965- I was in the 9th grade.
Not knowing what to expect, or
should I say not( knowing what
effect it would have, I bought
the Kinks' first album. It was
here that I started to shake my
little arse to "You Really Got
Me," shake my head to the
No
"Don't Want
lyrics,
and
Woman"
Baldheaded
thoroughly began to enjoy the
Kinks.
This line-up was soon
"Dedicated
by
followed
Follower of Fashion" and "I
Need You." Once again my
little arse began to shake.
Davies must have decided
that 1967was the time to show
whaLhe was made of, for it was
in this year that he penned
probably his most popular song
Af"Sunny
( pre-Lola)
ternoon."
It was to this tune that many
cans of beer and a few jays
were devoured as ardent Kink
fans laid witness to many a
Sunny Afternoon. It was also in
1967 that I first saw the Kinks
perform. I will admit that I
was quite unhappy.
The Kinks were quite rowdy
and, to say the least a
disorganized stage show. If
they finished a song together it
was gre&t, but if Ray Davies
remembered all the words it
Though
was a miracle.
disillusioned, I was becoming
by
enthralled
completely
Davies. He had never turned
out a bad album. I just couldn't
believe it was the same group
recording and the same group
performing the stage show.
If you are a true "music
lover" ( to coin an old phrase)
you will be completely amazed
at two albums put out in
Years"
Dark
"Davies
( 69,70,71). "Something Else"
was brilliant. It was here that
Davies began to create his
"Kinkdom." The most popular
work on this album turned out
Sunset."
to be "Waterloo
Davies then followed with

"The Village Green Preservation Society." (Which I
consider to be his most
work). Here
sophisticated
once again Davies let his fans
get to know yet another corner
of his Kinkdom. On this album
Davies tells his story. He
complains that people outgrow
that
and
other,
each
relationships are never made
to last. He also tells us he
doesn't like what's happening
in the world, the advancement
and the
of the machine
creation of Big Brother. He
writes that he would much
rather be living in the days of
old, that have survived only in
memories and pictures taken
by "Fat Old Uncle Charlie."
Davies also started to pull
his stage show together. He no
longer had the mass following,
but instead found himself at
the head of a very energetic
Kinkdom. He began to perform
with "grace and vigor," and it
was in these "Dark Years"
that Davies and the Kinks
matured.
In 1°969I wrote a small but
rewarding column in this very
paper. One of its segments
dealt with Ray Davies and the
Kinks. I stated in that column
that the Kinks would soon be
back on top, and would be
bigger than ever. It took them 4
have
they
but
years
established themselves on top
and proven me a prophet.
It was in 1971that they began
that long and rocky road back.
They started it with "Arthur"
a rocking satire that concerned
from war to
everything
dressing fashionable. It was
with this album that Davies
establishes himself as the last
of the Working ,Class l;leroes.
He then recorded "Lola."
This began the relationship
between Davies and a new
found following. It is unfortunate that "Lola" should
be the most popular cut for
"Lola Versus Powerman and
( Cont. on Pg. 12)
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MOVING off campus? Need furniture? Student selling couch,
mattress, etc. Call 231-7596.

FOR SALE: 1966 MGB for parts,
1971 motor, transmission, 2 tonneaus, and more. 'Call 737-0213.

STEREO components, 15-45% off
most brands, all fully guaranteed.
T. V.'s also. 769-5407.

FOR SALE: 1966 VW camper. WANTED: Any pies of groups in
Excellent running condition. New concert. Also tapes of groups in
motor. Asking $675. Call 722-0935. concert. Call 463-9164.

•••
•••

FOR SALE:
Girl's 3-speed,
Raleigh-Triumph
bike.
$50.
Bought last August. In good shape.
Contact Pat in Browne Hall, Room
Ground-9 or call 831-9346.

•••

• ••

• *

**•
WANTED: Bass amp for practice
use. Quality not important, but
price is < cht"ap). 212-8116.

FOR SALE: '66 Chevy Super Sport
:t21. Engine 4-speed. Convertible.
***
$400. Good condition. Call 333-6465. FOR SALE: Formica table with
•••
large leaf chairs ( 8), must see.
FOR SALE: 1968 Olds Cutlass
$15. 4J3-2'183.
conv. Bucket seats, 3-speed. Ex•• *
cellent condition. Call 831-5221.
FOR SALE: Dulcimers, brand
new. Call Charles Huot, 353-3354.
'72
GOLD
DUSTER
318,
***
hydromatic power steering, disc
FOR SALE: Classical guitar like
brakes. $2300. Call Tony, 751-9782, new; nylon strings. Must see, $16.
between 5-7.
43:1-2!:83.
•••
***
NEEDED: Students to work with
NEEDED: Part-time case aides,
teens. Complete freerlom in achours flexible. Interested? Apply
tivities. Apply Comm. Service,
at
Comm. Servic1 Off., S.U. 304.
s.u. :I04.
•• *

***

GERMAN SHEPARD puppies,
males_ $25, females $20. Deposit
will hola. Call 766-8445after 7 p.m.

Street Schoo• needs people t,✓ help
on a 1-1 ba~is. Contact S.U. 304.

•**

COUNSELORS NEEDED: hotline
service. Training provided. For
more info, contact S.U. 304.

***
2 empty
Salem
packages. Leave them in S.U. 304
on board under Rosemary.
WANTED:

***

OLD ENG. sheep dog pups.
Magnificent, champ-bred, AKC,
lovable and shaggy. 322-7396.

ENJOY

SWIMMING?

*

FOR SALE: Electronic organ.
Great to learn on. $150. Call 7234130 after 5 p.m.

..

..

*

NEEDED: Crochet hooks, knitting needles, yarn, beads and
leather. Contact S.U. 304. Needed
for kids.

Meeting

**

FOR SALE: Beautiful handmade
afghans. Must see to appreciate.
$25. Call 831-5721anytime.

FOR SALE: Two man waterproof
tent. Reasonable price. Call Sandy
at 726-3560.
WANTED: Any Beatie trivia, esp.
tapes of 1st two Sullivan shows.
Also articles, pies, etc. '.163-9164.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
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•••

Anyone w/experience interested in
hiking the Appal. Tr., July 29-Aug.
12, contact Earl Perkins, equip.
rm., Walsh gym.

FOUND: Ladies wristwatch in
Roberts Hall on 3/30/73. ·contact
Paula in the Anchor·Office, Student
Union.

•••

SEEKS CORRESPONDENTS: a
technical
translator/interpreter
( German, Spanish. French) and
research chemist; would enjoy
corresponding
with
college
students.
Sidney Simon, 16
Ospringe Road, London N\7 5,
,England.

A Note on

Trucking
When
you consider
answering a request from either
a driver or a rider, you should
not feel that it is necessary to
fulfill
all
the
time
requirements
listed. That is, if
you can pn,vide a ride for
someone who advertises "need
ride Mon. Thru Fri. at 9 a.m."
only on, for example, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday,
call
them up and tell them that.
Most people are willing to split
transportation
requirements
among several
people, and
even if you can provide only
part of the need, it is certainly
better than nothing.

cum stances,
such
as at
FREE CLASSIFIED. The classifieds may be used by the RIC Comregional teaching centers or
munity to sell anything, ( meal tickets, books, yourself,) they may be
alternate
learning
enused to extend a greeting:
vironments etc. where the RIC
Candace, You Didn't ...
Classifieds can be used to find roommates, friends, opportunities, and faculty would have a far
greater degree of oversight,"
many, many other things. As we said before, classifieds are free.
he continued. "What sorts of
However, we will set a limit of ninety spaces.
innovations we undertake may
For free classifieds, please fill out the form below:
well have their beginnings in
this session," he said.
RIC students currently are
sent to regular classrooms in
the public schools under the
superv1s1on
of
"criticteachers" for their studentteaching experience. Among
his extemporaneous remarks
Dr. Crenson pointed out that
geographically, physically this
is becoming an unmanageable
situation
with supervising
faculty from RIC having to
travel an inordinate amount of
PLEASE PRINT. "X" OUT THE SPACES BETWEEN WORDS.
miles to properly oversee this
RETURN THIS FORM TO: THE ANCHOR, 3rd floor, RIC
very important phase of the
Student Union, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence.
students preparation for his or
her teaching career.
Classified Customers - Note
The traveling, however, did
We would rather not run your dropped unless the advertiser
not dissuade the group from
ad indefinitely, so when you get notifies us to renew the ad. In the journey which brought
a buyer or seller, or whatever
addition, if your classified note
them together for two days at
it is you've advertised for, is a · personal message, or
the Alton Jones campus in
please let us know so that we something that is a one-time
West Greenwich, where, away
can discontinue. Also, ads that
shot or short-term affair, let us from the frenetic pace of the
have run a long time will be know when to stop running it. educational process they could
both reflect and project. The
two days have not yet produced
Elem. Ed. Idyll
any monumental changei;··at
( Con't. from Page 10)
Horace Mann Hall where the
and
Chowder
experiences which the student "Marching
will be exposed to. A very , Society" usually holds forth,
crucial element of such re- but it is a pretty fair assumpordering will be the role of the tion that new directions have
been charted, and old tested an
student teaching experience."
approaches
have
Dr. Crenson pointed out. "The effective
Rhode Island College student been· identified for cornerteacher could in the future stoning the structural changes
receive his or her experience in that may occur.
It was not an idle idyll.
a variety of settings or cir-

-~-------~----------------------------------------------~
------- ---------------

TRUCKING
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It
is free, accessible and reaches a lot more ~e
than a note on a bulletin
board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
you a driver or rider? 2) Where art JOUgoing fron:i and to? 3) Whenare
you going? 4> Are you willing to share expenses? 5> Who are you and
where can you be reached? Notices will be run for two weeu·onty unless
renewed .. \gain, the service is free and will allow you to reach a large
audience and is not limited to commuting back'andfortbfrom RIC. The
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
participants and not with the Anchor.
·

DRIVERS
Leaving Centredale
for RIC
Tues. thru Fri. for 8 a.m.
classes,
Mon. around
12: 30.
Can take up to 4 people. Call
Karen at 231-5680 or contact
thru Chaplains' Office.
*

**

Leaving RIC for
Mon. thru Thurs.
p.m., Fri. at noon.
at 2:H-5680 or thru
Office.

Centredale
at around· 4
Call Karen
Chaplains'

***
Leaving Pawt. End of East
Side for RIC Mon., Tues. and
Fri. before 9 a.m. Willing to
take several people. Call Will
at :~:H-0008or extension 311.

***
Leaving RIC for East Side
Mon. & Tues. after 4: 15-6: 30
classes, Wed. after 7: 15-9:30
class. Willing to take several
people. Call Will at 331-0008 or
extension 311.
*

**

RIDER
Leaving RIC for Greenwood
section of Warwick weekdays
around 4:30 p.m. Call Jimmy
at extension 471 or 737-4196.

RIDERS
Leaving Barrington
for RIC
for II a.m. Mon. & Tues., Wed.
& Thurs. ?t 10 a.m. Call Mary
at 246--0762.

***
Leaving RIC for
Mon. & Wed. at
Tues. at noon and
p.m. Call Mary at

Barrington
5: 30 p.m.,
Thurs. at 4
246-0762.

***
Leaving RIC for Warren Fri.
after 12. Willing to share expenses.· Call Anne at 245-8399.
*

**

Leaving Brown U. area for
RIC Wed. to arrive for 9 a.m.
class, Fri. to arrive for S.a.in.
class. Willing to share expenses. Call Jane at 863-4542.

***
Leaving Warren for RIC Mon.
& Wed., Thurs. to arrive for
noon class. Willing to leave
earlier. Call Karen at 245-1479.

***
Leaving RIC for Warren Mon.
& Wed. at 6: 30 p.m., Thurs.
anytime
after
2 p.m. Call
Karen at 245-1479.
***
Leaving
Cranston
for RIC,
Mon. - Fri. Hours for trips to
and from to be arranged with
riders. Can share expenses.
Interested
mainly
in carpooling. Up to four people. Call
Karen at 781-9031.

Free V.D. Testing
Service Offered
Over the past few years this country has experienced an
alarming rate of increase of venereal disease. Don't fool yourself. There is gonorrhea on this campus and there are some
strains which are difficult to detect and treat. Get tested and
protect yourself.
More information is available through the Student Health
Services in Browne Hall.
You can be tested anonymously and free at:
Kent County Hospital, Tollgate Road, Warwick. Emergency
Room - ask for "Special Clinic" - Thursdays, 3 p.m. to 7
p.m.
St. Joseph's Hospital, Broad Street, Providence. Out Patient
Department - ask for "Specialty Clinic" - Mond::iv thru
Friday, 8: 30 a.m. to 2: 30 p.m.
Family Planning and Cancer Detection Clinic, 21 Chapel Street,
Newport; Mondays, 5 p.m.
Lying In Hospital, Family Planning Clinic, Providence.
( Fe1'.1ales only), Monday thru Friday 8 to 4 p.m.; Tuesday
evenmgs: 6 - 8.
Dr. James J. Scanlan,
Student Health Services
Mr. Eugene Knott
Mrs. Jimmie White
Office of Counseling Services
Rev. Vincent C. Maynard
Rev. Basil DePinto
Rev. David A. Ames
Chaplains' Office
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TRAVEL
Follow the Yellow Brick Road
by Jane Turczyn

called
a
It's 12 folders
Travel Column series. This is that give you the latest
the first of several columns
lowdown on passports, visas,
telling you about fun places to shots,
in&.JJranr.e, planes,
visit and good things to do.
trains, cars, boats, hotels,
You'll vicariously get into hitchhiking,
tours, safaris,
life in Russia, Africa, Asia, camping,
bicycles,
motorSouth America. You'll hear
cycles.
about exotic but reachable
Some people say you can
places
like Monaco,
the make it on $5 a day, but you
Canary Islands, India and can live on $1 or $ 20 depending
Morocco.
Then there are
on how fussy you are. The
columns about things closer to EURO-KIT
tells you the
home, like hitchhiking and alternatives
in a straightmotorcycling in the U.S. and forward manner;
then you
vagabonding in Canada and decide the traveling style best
for you.
Mexico.
Thus, Information Exchange
Authors Randy Mink, Mik
Schultz, Tom Grimm and Ed has prepared both the travel
Buryn will tell you a bit about columns and the EUR~KIT
how to get to these places and because there seems to be an
gap between
what to expect there. And they information
available and
ought to know. Mik wrote opportunities
"Asia for the Hitchhiker" and students knowing about them.
The non-profit organization,
the
soon-to-be-published
like its name implies, ex"Mexico and South America
·
for the Hitchhiker." Ed's the changes information.
author of "Vagabonding
in
To answer
even more
Europe and North Africa" and questions on student travel,
"Vagabonding
in America."
Information Exchange has a
Tom Grimm's "Hitchhiker's
list of more than 60 books and
Handbook" tells it all. These
maps. The book folder and
guys have been there and back entire
EURO-KIT
are
. . . and loved it, as you'll see available
for $1 from Infrom the articles.
formation, Exchange,
Dept.
If you're thinking right now, TT, 22 West Monroe Street,
"I haven't got the money or the Chicago, Illinois 60603, or just
time to travel," think again.
send a self-addressed stamped
The world is full of op- envelope for the book list
portunities
for
traveling
alone.
cheaply.
Editor's Note: All books
Reading
these
columns
mentioned in the Travel Tips
hopefully will get you in the column are available from
mood for charting your own Information Exchange. Send
course. But one newspaper
your book order with your
story can say only so much; it check for the total amount,
can't begin to hit the nitty- plus 25¢ for postage
and
gritty details you need before · handling for each book ( plus
navigating even begins.
5% sales tax if you are an
Illinois resident) , to the adIn addition to this column,
therefore, many students this dress above. Allow about three
weeks for del.;very.
spring
will be consulting
Welcome

to

FORMATION

Kinks

(Cont.

the
IN- something
EXCHANGE EUR~KIT.

from Pg. 10)

the Money Go Round'' was a
fine album with much better
tracks.
"Powerman" and "Get Back
into Line" are very powerful
numbers.
Yet
the most
significant cut on the whole
album is "A long Way from
Home.'' It is in the lyrics of this
song that Davies really lays it
on the line about the change in
himself and his music.
You've come a long way from
the runny-nosed and scruffy
kid I knew
You had such good ways
I can remember
the little
things that always made
you smile
They made you happy
Now you think you've wiser
because you're older and
you think
that money buys everything
And you think you need no one
to guide you
But you've still a long way
from home.
You've come a long way,
you're
self-assured
and
dressed inf 4nny clothes, but
;rou don't know me
I hope you find what you are
looking for with your car
and handmade
overcoats
But your wealth will never
make
you stronger 'cos
you're still a long way from
home

Yes, you're still a long way
from home.
Davies felt he shouldn't stop
here, and recorded '' Muswell
Hillbillies." It is on this album
that Davies tells how scared he
really is:
The milkman's
a spy and
grocer keeps on following
me
And the women next door's on
under cover for the K.G.B.
And the man from the local
security keeps on invading
my privacy.
Davies began to grow in the
eyes of many. I can remember
sitting
with 75 others
in
Newport at a Kinks concert;
now I am joined by 3500 fans.
I do not regret having to
share the Kinks with many
others. What I do regret is that
Davies felt he had to rush a
new album to satisfy the newly
acquired millions.
This is just the feelmg I get
when
listening
to
"Everybody's
in Show Biz."
This is a bad album. I feel the
Davies' techniques and charm
are missing, that he is trying to
pass off a bad product on the
public to make a buck.
The live record in the album
is its only saving grace. It is
well put together and at times
manages to catch the fervor of
a live Kinks performance. It

JOBS
Hitchhiking

by Ed Buryn
Hitching as practiced today
is a. healthy mass-reaction to
America's preoccupations with
safety and security, money and
materialism,
police
and
paranoia.
Today's
young
travelers
are putting their
faith on the line and their packs
on the road. They want
freedom and adventure, and
traveling by thumb is made to
order - it's unpredictable, it's
cheap, and it's about peopJ,,.
The widespread notions about
its dangers and illegality only
make it more attractive.
Hitching in America is not
for everybody. It's long on
paranoia and short on comfort.
Its pressures can easily distort
the experience or warp your
vision of America. To do it, you
should be a character with
character, because hitching is
a test of who you are. You need
to be confident in the face of
doubt, tolerant
when victimized by the weakness of
others, tough in order to endure the physical hardships,
flexible enough to go with the
changing fortunes of the road,
and finally you need a sense of
humor to ward off the everthreatening cynicism.
Hitching
is a test
of
humanity because you'll see
people at their best and their
worst. Some people will crap
on you and laugh. Most people
will simply ignore you, and
that can be even harder.
Being on the road means
learning to "be here now,"
laking each moment and extracting whatever it has to
offer. You'll stand countless
hours in dozens of places,
struggling with the mysteries
and
miseries
of reality.
Gradually a feeling of contentment and fullness can be
reached, no matter how forsaken
and
weird
your·
situation may be. If it's a
skill you want to acquire, then
hitchhiking may be for you.
The dangers of hitching 1re
real but over-emphasized. The
number of victim-hitchhikers
is small compared
to the
numbers of hitchhikers. But
there are rapes, robberies,
beatings, accidents, and even
murders once in a while. There
are police arrests, fines, and
jail. However, that's where
we're at as a country, and

fails miserably when I put on
its second side. It dies.
The studio record is pure shit
with
the
exception
of
"Celluloid
Heroes'."
Once
again Davies sprang a part of
his Kinkdom on us.
Everybody's a dreamer
Everybody's a star
Everybody's
in showbiz,
doesn't matter who you are.
Pure magic.
Part II
~April 4th, 1973
As the Dawson boy and I
were heading south on 95, an
old Kinks song entered my
mind, "A Rainy Day in June."
It was off their FACE TO
FACE album. The lyrics were
about fun in the rain, and its
chorus was simple.
Everybody felt the rain
Everybody felt the rain
Everybody felt the rain

in America
violence and injustice victimize not just hitchers but
everyone at random. Hitchers
are more exposed, however,
and do run somewhat more
risk. Yet it's foolish to expect
the worst or fear that possiblity
constantly. Expect the best
from people and you'll usually
get it. People can be wonderful,
especially
to· hitchhikers.
Hitching
is technically
illegal in only 8 states ( AR,
CT, DE, ME, NV, NJ, ND,
WY) but this doesn't mean
much. What actually happens
is that police anywhere can
hassle you if they feel like it.
And they frequently
do.
Always carry ID with you ( or
you' 11 be
considered
a
run a way.) Cash or traveler's
checks will prevent a vagrancy
charge. Hitching on freeways,
interstates, and ton· roads ia
always forbidden but you can
stand at the access roads ( in
front
of
the
NO
PE DEST RIA NS sign) and
legally catch rides.
The best hitching
combination is a man and woman
together. Two guys will get
there OK, but it'll take much
longer. A single man will have
no trouble,
but a woman
traveling alone takes an unnecessary
risk. Two girls
traveling together is feasible,
but not fool-proof.
Bring a frameless pack ( a
frame is too bulky), food and
water ( for those times you
may get stranded in the desert
or the boondocks), camping
equipment, a road atlas, and a
sign
announcing
your
destination. The best source of
information as you go are other
hitchers and travelers; always
check into the grapevine
wherever you can.
Editor's note: For more information, read Ed Buryn's
new book Vagabonding
in
(Random
America,
House/Bookworks, $4.95), or
Tom Grimm's
Hitchhiker's
Handbook ( New American
Library,
$2.95). Both are
available
from
INFORMATION
EXCHANGE,
Dept. TT, 22 West Monroe
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603.
Add 25¢ for postage
and
handling for each book ordered, plus 5% sales tax if you
are an Illinois resident.

The Student Employment
Office is still receiving
requests for students to fill
part-time jobs. Following are
some of the jobs which were
listed with the Student Employment Office last week. For
further information see Mrs.
Wellins, Roberts 314.
WAIT RESS - Providence Weekend nights $1.60 per
hour plus tips.
COOK Providence
Weekend nights - $1.60 per
hour to start, more after 2
weeks.
bottling
PLANT WORK plant - Providence - 20
hours per week $ 2.50 per
hour. Can lead to full time
summer job.
SECURITY
GUARDS
Providence - hours to be
arranged - $2.00 per hour
to start.
CASHIER - light office Providence - no experience
necessary $1.80 to start.
SALES PEOPLE
Dept.
Store - Warwick Mall necessary
no experience
$2.00 per hour.
The Student Employment
Office has sent out hundreds of
letters seeking summer jobs
for students.
Replies
are
starting to come into the office
and hopefully there will be
many good summer jobs listed
for RIC students. Students
wishing help in finding summer jobs should see Mrs.
Wellins - Roberts 314.

R.I. Y .D. Urges
use 'of fits.
Campaign

Checkoff

The Rhode Island Young
Democrats
today reminds
those rushing to meet the April
15, Federal
Income
Tax
deadline
that a voluntary
dollar checkoff exists for the
first time this year. This
method allows a taxpayer to
choose which political party he
wants his dollar contribution
for the 1976 Presidential
campaign to go toward.
RIYD
State
President
Thomas J. Liguori Jr. stated,
"We hope this system will end
the taint of big money and
private
obligations· on the
elected President. Candidates
will no longer need to weigh the
impact of their views on
special interest contributors.
And if one could sum up the The financial support of the
weather for Wednesday, April major political parties will rest
4th, 1973, he could simply say it
on an equal financial footing,
was raining.
thus assuring the equal opWe ( Dawson, Joanne and I)
portunity of all to hea,r the
took the Atwells Avenue exit, major party candidates and
and headed for the Palace
learn about the policies to
Cor.cert Theater. James was which
the
parties
are
quite upset at a driver in front. pledged."
of us and Joanne was telling
The check-off requires use of
me how excited she was at the Form 4875 included with both
chance of seeing the Kinks the long and short versions of
perform. I simply told her that
the 1040 tax return. The one
I was happy she felt that way. dollar check-off is taken from
This was the 21st time I the amount
due in tax
would be seeing the Kinks on payments. It is not an added
stage, and my mind was busily cost to the taxpayer.
reviewing segments from each
of the previous stage shows. I
happily thought about the time
I . had driven Davies from
North Attleboro to Boston so
that he could catch a plane to
Detroit. We talked about his
music,
his feelings,
my
( Cont. on Pg. 13)
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stay till public transportation
at a more serviceable hour
could be assured. Our plan is to
somehow find two available
cabs to whisk our party home;
something
my prior
experience with the city's cabbies should have forewarned
against.
We have native
guides, two of Igor's friends to
direct us home, but even they
cannot find a taxi; and at one
stop we come to, where a
milling crowd is waiting, a
furious battle erupts over
possession of an available cab,
the only one we will ever see at
such an hour. Feeling the cold,
the bitter wind off the gulf, we
elect to start walking thankful,
at least, for all the warming
booze inside of us, while our
two Russian friends, leading
the way through the deserted
streets, try to figure out just
what to do. The hotel, they tell
us, is several miles away more than an hour's walk. But
the cold is severe and everyone
but the two Russians, who are
of course used to move than
this, is soon freezing; it's
obvious, we can't possibly walk
all that way, for myself, I have
never been so cold in all my
life.
We are saved, at last, by the
sighting of a sluggish trolley,
clanking around a dark corner
from out of nowhere; regardless of where it is going, at
least it is bound to be warm
inside, and so we make for a
collective dash for the nearest
door. Its route does not go
directly past our hotel - that
would be too good to be true but it is fairly close, the best
we'll be able to get at 5 a.m. in
the morning. At least we're out
of the numbing cold, the most
important consideration.
The trolley is quiet, filled
with sleepy citizens huddled in
somer great coats. I observe a
funny scene towards the back;
a woman is trying to wake her
inebriated
husband,
whose
rubbery face and red nose
remind me of Disney's Dopey,
the cartoon cretin. Every so
often she gives him a shake,
then whacks his cheek; but this
Russkie is out cold. When we
finally get off to walk the final
blocks to our hotel, the street
lights beaming silver orbs off
the dead water in the canal, he
is still ot and she's still attempting to whack him back to
life.
The night, like the year, like
our tour - all these things are
fading fast; our time is moving
to resolution, to return. It is
time to sleep.
III
We spend our last evening in
Moscow, with Alexander and
his friends, drinking vodka and
exchanging addresses in the
lounge at the Hotel Russia. At
9: 00, we stand in Red Square to
watch the changing of the
guard in front of Lenin's tomb;
the execution is flawless; at
the stroke --df the hour, the
tolling of the watch, there
comes a precise click of boots
as the honor-guard settles into
place till midnight.
The long ride home, to
London and then beyond, is a
wearisome affair; the aisle in

from Pg. 8)

economy class is a packed
corridor for hours on end with
everyone moving about; for
this is our final time together. I
feel like a chicken riding in a
portable coop, on my way to
market. The man on my left,
from Tennessee, is with his
wife who sits by the window, a
thin woman in glasses reading
Frederick Lewis Allen. Her
husband
works for TV A.
Christine is reading a book on
life in a concentration camp;
but by the time the lights of her
native Long Island appear as
brilliantly speckled clusters
over the water, she has fallen
asleep, and so must powder her
face in the swaying ladies
room as we descend, touching
down once more upon the
rubber-streaked runway of the
new world.

Lost Weekend
( Cont. from Pg. 10)

Yankees blew it. After leading
3 to Oin the first, they ended up
losing 15 to 5. I had a bet on the

Yankees.
Saturday, a beautiful day. A
ride to the beach is planned,
12: 30 we are off. 2 miles down
the road, a blow-out. We decide
not to chance going to the
beach without a spare. Down
the road from the spot of our
blow-out is an Antique Shop.
Being a buff, I decided to
browse. A Victorian desk, in
good condition, catches my
eye. The owner and I squabble
over the price. He wants $25
dollars I offered $ 20 dollars. He
finally agrees. The rub, I don't
have $20 on me. I decide to give
him a deposit and return. At
this moment, in walks another
customer who wants the same
desk and is willing to pay $25
dollars. I lose the desk and my
trip to the shore. As if this is
not enough, tr e Yankees are on
their way to a 10-5 drubbing by
the Red Sox.
Sunday is raining and cold
and still there is no change in
my situation. The Bullets lose
their 4th game against the
Knicks, the Yankees lose in the
9th inning to the Red Sox once
more. Will there be any let up?
I play cards with my wife, lose
both games. So a~ far as I can
figure out, I had me one hell of
a lost weekend.

D .F .S. Presents

"IF"
IF. the fourth film in the
Distinguished
Films Series
( Semester II), will be shown
on Sunday, April 15, at 8 p.m. in
Gaige Auditorium. Admission
is 50¢.
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reactions and my feelings. I
also thought about -the time in
1970 when we got pleasantly
drunk in each others company
while the Kinks were appearing at the Tea Party. All
fond Memories.
9: 00 a.m. April 4th
Preparation
While eating breakfast,
I
started phase II of preparing
for Davies - I played the first
of a steady diet of Kinks
albums for the day. James
picked me up and we headed
for his apartment. Supper and
more Kinks on the turntable.

Phase two began around 6: 30
p.m. Propelled by nervous
energy, I began to pace up and
down James's
parlor. I've
never been able to explain this
phenomena, and I've never
tried to fight. 7: 00 p.m. James
and I met Joanne and headed
for the place of entertainment.
7: 30 p.m. James and I were
very mellow; we have now put
away a few Buds. Upon entering the theater we noticed
that the spirits were high and
the level of energy reaching
what we figured would be 9 on a
scale of 10. The rain had failed
to dampen the spirits. Everybody loved the rain.
Inside I wa.s greeted by
Jeffery and Ronald. Quite
nervously and energetically
Jeffery described Sunday'~
concert in Boston in which he
assured me that the Kinks had
played several tunes off of my
FAVORITE ALBUM THE
VILLAGE GREEN PRESERVATION SOCIETY.
The lights dimmed and I
returned to my seat - It was
about to begin.
Aerosmith was the front
group· - loud and obnoxious. I
became bored and wished
them off the stage. They
stayed for two more "loud"
numbers. The lead singer, who
was doing a poor imitation of
Mick Jaggar and David Bowie,
made me nauseous. 1 turned to
Joanne and assured her that
Davies was a true showman,
and not to despair at what she
saw in Aerosmith.
The usual happenings
between shows were taking place
on stage.
I became
nervous
once
more; the crowd also began to
feel uneasy. Clapping began,
organized shouts of "We want
the Kinks" shook the walls.
Lights off - loud ::.creaming,
- they entered stage left.
Things
started
very
unevenly, the first number,
"Victoria," was played in a
confusing manner. The brass
too loud - the beat uneven Davies' lyrics could not be
heard.

Davies took time to go to
each member of the group
after
"Victoria."
Things
settled down as they went into
Schizophrenia
Directed by Lindsay An- ''Acute
derson and starring Malcolm Paranoia Blues"; there was
wron_g with this
MacDowell ( that fiend from nothing
number
and
Davies had the
"A Clockwork Orange"), IF
portrays the adventures
of crowd with him.
three students who plan, and
The Kinks then went into an
execute, the takeover of a
oldie "Till the End of the
private school with the help of
Day," an arse-shaking, handa mutual girlfriend.
,. clapping rock and roll number.
IF was a First Place Winner The crowd began to boogie.
at the Cannes Film Festival.
About half way through this

number, the Kinks jumped into
an Old English rock number
"Shakin All Over," which was
followed by Chuck Berry's
"Johnny Be Goode."
They then finished up with
"Till the End of the Day."
Davies was doing his usual
running around the stage
encouraging the audience to
join in. Dave Davies and John
Dalton appeared to be having
great tun jumping around as
they played their guitars. The
exquisite John Gosslin on piano
was once again banging the
keys with a wild look and feet
flying to the beat. Davies just
stared behind the drums.
Then
came
"Celluloid
Heroes." It has not lost its
magic.
Ronald
cried,
I
remained silent, Joanne said
she liked it. "Lola" was next
and the crowd came to its feet.
Davies began to have fun with
the crowd. He asked all the
girls and all the boys who
thought they were girls to put
their limp wrists in the air and
sing the chorus.
Davies
then
started
"Alcohol." The crowd loved it
as he downed a bottle of Mateus
and several bottles of beer as
he preached against the pitfalls of alcohol.

It was during this number
that Davies
became
the
showman he so loves to be. He
began to tease the crowd as he
attempted to down a whole
bottle of beer in one try. Then
went into a "Soap Opera"
dialogue as to how he failed
and how he could no longer
hold his heaci high. He then

Hoople

Hoopla:

began to sing Sinatra's "I did
it my Way,"' and "If I were a
Rich Man," from FIDDLER
ON THE ROOF.
The group then snuck in an
oldie "Dead End Street,"
much to the delight of myself
and the fans of their earlier
years.
··Here Comes Yet Another
Day" followed. At. this point
Davies gave the whole band a
chance to strut their stuff. The
band loved it and the crowd felt
comfortable as it was done.
The ending was soon to follow.
"Skin and Bones" a real
boogie number got the crowd to
its feet. They were teally
having a good time. Davies had
done it once more. "Good Golly
Miss Molly" sung by Dave
Davies served as the ending. It
was harsh and gritty and well
received; the crowd yelled for
more.
They returned in the glory
they so well deserved.
Girl you really got me
Got me so that I don't know
what I'm doing.
These
lyrics
are
the
beginning of the song that
started the Kinks on their way.
They are part of "You Really
Got Me," a rowdy rock number
yet to be imitated. The group,
upon finishing this bit of work,
went right into" All Day and Aii
of the Night," the crowd was
moving, jumping with every
twang of the guitar and beat of
the drum. Then the Kinks and
Davies left. They would not
return. The crowd would not
accept
this, they yelled,
stamped - they wanted more.

Kudos For all the

Young Dudes
Mott the Hoople have only
just hit the limelight with their
smash single, "All the Young
Dudes,"
but they've
been,
around awhile. The group
aroused much controversy on
the release of their first album
early in 1970, owing to lead
singer
Ian
Hunter's
astonishing vocal resemblance
to Bob Dylan. They've been
trying to live down that tag
ever since, and Hunter has
demonstrated
great
vocal
versatility, ranging from the
rough rock 'n roll shouting of
Mad Shadows, their second
and least successful LP, to the
hesitant and husky tone of the
beautiful "Waterlow" on Wild
Life.
Wild Life was their third
album, a quieter, countrystyled LP; it was followed by a
raving rocker, Brain Capers,
which was very much in the
heavy hard rock vogue and one
of the most impressive of that
style. Tracks like "Death May
Be Your Santa Claus" (great
title), "Darkness Darkness,"
and "The Moon Upstairs" had
a strong impact. But the album
didn't sell well, and the group
was about to break up when
David Bowie, just becoming
the rage of England, gave
them the song "All the Young
Dudes"; it shot to number 1 on
the English charts and gave
them a new lease on life.
Deservedly so, too; its controversial lyrical content and
catchy ch,. ..,,., .....,~rlP it one of

the best singles of 1972, with a
great performance
by the
band.
Now the follow-up album is
here, and it lives up to the
single's promise. Opening with
a cover version of the Velvet
Underground's great "Sweet
Jane," the rocking pace never
flags until the last cut, a pretty,
soft-paced number with strings
called "Sea Diver."
Best
tracks, aside from the brilliant
single, include "One of the
Boys," a wild, heavy rocker;
guitarist
Mick Ralphs'
infectious and powerful "Ready
for Love"; and the provocative
"Jerkin Crocus." "Sucker" is
a fairly strong rock ditty, but
"Momma's Little Jewel" is
rather
unimpressive,
. and.
"Sweet Jane" could've rocked
a little harder. "Soft Ground,"
the remaining track, is a
pleasant rocker, and all in all
All the Young Dudes may be
Mott the Hoople's best album.
Perhaps it's not as frantic as
Brain Capers, but it has more
overall consistency
and a
greater
melodic
attractiveness.
Anyone who likes British
hard rock is sure to like this
LP. It's heartily
recommended, and if you get the
chance, catch them live, where
they sound even better and add
a lot of flashy
British
showmanship. In any case,
don't miss out on all LheHoople
Hoople.
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Ever been to a Potlatch?
Ever been to a potlatch?
Ever heard of one? Students in
a Rhode Island College Anthropology course focusing on
Indian cultures of the Pacific
Northwest have been holding
them this spring.
A potlatch in essence is a
giant give-away which Northwest
Indian tribes
perpetrated to validate the status
of a chief or to overwhelm a
rival chief. Immense amounts
of property changed hands
during one of these orgies of
generosity. Often a tribe would
virtually deplete its resources,
giving away all of its treasured
belongings to outdo a rival
tribe which had perhaps given
a potlatch to them earlier.
Under the guidance of Dr.
Eileen Maynard, associate
professor of Anthropology/
Geography
at
RIC, class
members in Anthropology 315
have set about recreating the
Indian's cultural atmosphere.
The role-playing inherent in

this method of structuring a
class will yield valuable insights to the true nature of
the Indians Dr. Maynard feels.
Students have been placed in
a hierarchical order based on
their supposed wealth and
social status. The class has
been divided into two tribal
groups called "the Wolves"
and "the Ravens".
Competitive enterprise between the
two groups will stimulate the
effort to re-create as much of
the Northwest Indian culture
as possible as each group tries
to outdo the other. This approach is particularly
interesting because it induces
the students to learn more and
more about the Indian culture
in order to outstrip
one
another.
Among the projects which
the two "tribes" will compete
to complete in addition to the
potla tchs will be totem pole
carving, stick gambling, and
creation of art work. All of

these various endeavors will
generate research into the
authentic Indian customs and
traditions on which they are
based, Dr. Maynard believes.
The totem pole carving will
culminate she hopes in a pair
of the classic Indian artifacts
,vhich will be erected in Gaige
Hall. The figures on the totem
poles will conform to Indian
designs
but
will
be
representative of themes in the
arts and sciences.
Dr. Maynard, who is a
resident of North Providence
spent a good deal of time living
among the Indians of South
America and at the Pine Ridge
Reservation
compiling data
and doing research. Last year
an article in a Rhode Island
weekly, The Observer detailed
some of her experiences
among the Indians.
innate aggressiveness
stemming from the popular works
of writers such as Desmond
Morris ( The Naked Ape),
Robert
Ardrey
( The
Territorial Imperative),
and
Konrad
Lorenz
(On
Aggression) .

Dr.
Lee
is currently
Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of
Toronto. Although his interests
are varied, he is especially
noted for his research and
publications
on
huntergatherer
societies.
In his
major field investigation, he
spent three years in the study
of the ecology and social
organization of the Kung Bushmen of Botswana. He is coeditor with Irven Devore of
Man the Hunter, a survey of
theoretical and research data
on hunter-gatherer
societies,
and has published numerous
articles in journals of anthropology,
psychology,
biology and human behavior.
In addition to his Bushmen
interests,
Dr.
Lee
has
published
and
presented
papers at conferences on topics
ranging
from
primate
behavior and human evolutkil
to patterns of marriage and the
Arriving -for thf ceremony ·are Leonard Loparto and Virginia Ken-resolution of conflicts. Dr. Lee
has also been a leading figure
naway, high tribe officials.
among anthropologists
and
social scientists
who are
concerned about the effects of
scientific investigations on the
populations studied.
In addition to Dr. Lee's
address,
the program
will
The Department
of An- ists will be Dr. Thomas
include a movie,.An Argument
thropology/Geography
at Kiefer of the Brown University
About Marriage, which porRhride Island
College
in Anthropology Department, Dr. trays a conflict
situation
cooperation with the Com- Robert Lynch of the An- among a group of Bushmen.
mittee on Visiting Scholars and thropology
Department
at 1
The second program in the
Lecturers
is sponsoring
a URI, Dr. Kenneth Kinsey of the series, scheduled for April
series of three special sym- Biology Department at RIC, 25th, will deal with the ethical
posia
during
the spring
Professor
Carolyn Fleuhrproblem:
"Should
Ansemester this year.
Lobban of the RIC Departthropologists Be Agents of
The first symposium will be ment
of
Anthropology/
Change?" and ~will take the
Thursday, April 12 beginning
Geography, and Susan Botelho form of a debate followed by a
at
1: 15 in Gaige
Hall
of
the
Anthropology/Geoseries of responses from a
,i\uditorium. It will deal with graphy Department at RIC.
panel of participants.
The
"Cultural Ecology and Control
The speaker Dr. Lee is debators for the program will
in Hunter-Gatherer Societies".
considered to be one of the
be Dr. Gerard
Rosenfeld,
Dr. Richard B. Lee of the world's foremost experts on Chairman of the Department
Anthropology Department at the Bushmen
and hunterof Anthropology,
Hofstra
the University of Toronto will gatherer
societies. His ex- University, and Dr. Robert
deliver the guest lecture. He tensive work with the Bushmen
Hunl of the Department of
will speak on "Bushmen
has stimulated considerable
Anthropology,
Brandeis
Fighting Behavior and the interest and debate in both
University. The Third SymEvolution of Human Violen- academic and public circles
posium
will concern
Ance."
and has resulted in a complete
thropology
and Education,
From 3: 15 to 5: 15 p.m. there rethinking of the social science
featuring
Dr.
Paul
J.
will be a panel discussion literature and analysis of bandBohannan of the Department
moderated
by Professor
level pre-industrial societies.
of Anthropology, Northwestern
George Epple of the RIC The subject of Dr. Lee's talk
University, and will be held on
department
of
An- sheds new light on the con- May 2, 1973. The symposia are
thropology/Geography. Panel- troversy surrounding man's
open to the public.

Anthropology
Symposium Begins
Today

Armando I iarini does a tribal dance.
Mr. Marini served as the shaman, or magic man of the Wolves which
is a "tribe" composed of half of the class. The other half is called the
Ravens and it was this group which held the potlatch.

History Department Symposium
Starts Friday
The History Department of Law at Harvard and author of
Rhode Island College will hold International
Conflict
for
its annual History Symposium Bf>ginners ( 1969) and Dear
on April 13 at 2 p.m. in the new Israeli, Dear Arabs < 1972) in
Hor ace Mann lecture hall, which he published letters of
( Room 193).
advice previously written to
As a result of the continuing various participants
in the
crisis in the Middle East, the Middle East conflict. Professor
Symposium
will feature a Fisher was the last westerner
panel of distinguished experts
to interview President Nasser
on the Arab-Israeli situation.
before his death. He has also
They will examine the topic seen Golda Meir of Israel and
"The Arab-Israeli Conflict:
King Hussein of Jordan. He is
Prospects for Peace." The the creator and was the partpanel will consist of Ibrahim
time moderator of the national
Abu-Lughed of Northwestern
public television series, The
University, Roger Fisher of the Advocates, which in 1970, won
Harvard
Law School, and television's most distinguished
Donald Perets of the State honor, the Peabody Award for
University of New York at Meritorious
~ervice
to
Binghamton.
Broadcasting. He is a member
Professor
Ibrahim
Abu- of the Com mission to Study the
L ughed is the Associate
Organization
of
Peace,
Director of the African Studies member
of the Board of
Program at Northwestern and Trustees of Hudson Institute,
has written extensively on the and associate editor of the
Arab-Israeli confrontation and Journal of Conflict Resolution.
the problems which moderDr. Pere ts is the Director of
nization and westernization
the SWANA Program ( Southpresent to the Arab world. His west Asian and North African
two most recent projects have Studies)
at
the
State
been books of essays on the University of New York at
Arab-Israeli
Conflict:
The
Binghamton. He is the author
Transformation of Palestine:
of one of the standard and most
Essays on the Origin and used textbooks, The Middle
Development
of the ArabEast Today, as well as Israel
Israeli Conflict ( 1971); ArabIsraeli Confrontation of June,
1967: The Arab View ( 1970).

Roger Fisher is Professor of

Sykes Photo Show
in Faculty Center
"BRASILIAN
PORTFOL IO" a show of 23 black and
white photos by Lawrence F.
Sykes, associate professor of
art at Rhode Island College
opened at the RIC Faculty
Center on Wednesday, April 11
at 3 p.m.
In the spring
of 1972
Professor Sykes traveled in
South
America
and
the
C arribean as well as parts of
the southern United States to
study the influence of African
culture.
"BRASILIANl
PORTFOLIO" has as its focus
his experiences on the coast of
Bahia.
The show will run until May
4. The Faculty Center is open
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.

and

the

Palestine

Arabs

Professor Perets is
especially interested in the
Arab population within Israel.
< 1958).

Drawing Expo
Opens in Adams
Library
"Drawings-A
Teacher and
his Students" is the title of
Rhode Island College's art
exhibition opened in the Adams
1-,ibrary and the RIC Student
Center Gallery Wednesday,
April 11 at 2 p.m. The artist
showing his own work and that
of his students
is Albert
Sangiamo,
chairman
of
Foundation
Art
at
the
Maryland Institute College of
Art.
The exhibition and guest
appearance of Mr. Sangiamo
has been organized by the
Rhode Island College Art
Department's
Learning
Resource
Committee.
The
show is open to the public.
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RECREATION
Intramural News
In the second week of play in
the co-ed volleyball league The
Faculty had two decisive
victories that put them in a tie
for first place with Buzzards
Bay. The Faculty defeated the
Masconceptions and the Math
Club X's. Buzzard Bay also
had two victories by defeating
the Airborne Rangers and the
ZX Tigers. On the 17th of April
there will be a makeup game
between Buzzards Bay and
The Math Club X's due to a

mixup in the schedule. The
standing so far are as follows:
I. Math Club X's 0-1
2. Buzzards Bay 3-0
3. ZX Tigers 0-3
4. Masconceptions 1-2
5. Airborne Rangers 1-1
6. Faculty
3-0
Don't forget to fill out your
softball roster and leave it with
Mr. Taylor or his secretary.
The deadline for the roster is
right after vacation on the 11th
of April.

-Pure Captain Beefheart
Captain
Beefheart
has
always had the problem of
being inaccessible to the great
mass of record
buyers,
because of his, shall we say,
somewhat advanced ideas. As
his childhood friend Frank
Zappa said, "No commercial
potential." Ironically, Zappa
himself has enjoyed a great
deal of success, due mainly to
self-made ,claims about the
advanced nature of his music.
Of the two, there's little doubt
that Captain Beefheart will
emerge, despite his taciturn
dignity ( ! ! ) as the more
revolutionary.
Although
perhaps not in his lifetime.

simply raves about some wild
female
of
Beefheart's
acquaintance. "Long Necked
Bottles" is a fairly straight
blues in the John Lee Hooker
mold, while "Too Much Time"
sounds like an Otis Redding
album track on Stax Records.

HBlackhoard" Punishmen Given
Eagle Killer
,,,
•
c

\

(1

~

./1
/,,

An Interior Department
stern discipline,"
Clapper
decision to renew all public added, "t hen'I shudder to think
grazing privileges of a con- of \he other forthcoming Advicted Colorado eagle killer ministration
decisions
with only a ''reprimand" has regarding
wildlife
con• been labeled by the National
servation."
Wildlife Federation, as "less
Clapper assured that the
punishment than writing 'I will National Wildlife Federation
not do it again' 10 times on a would take "every conceivable·
blackboard".
legal step"
to overturn
_
Whitaker's decision.
!.h~ Federa~ion's
sharp
cnt1c1sm came m response to
While it has been clearly
Acting Interior Secretary John against the law for years to
Whitaker's reluctance to bar shoot eagles, the Interior
usage of over 60,000 acres of Department, in March 1~2,
public lands to Dean Visin- proposed regulations to stiffen
tainer, a Craig, Colo., sheep the ties between grazing
rancher who has pleaded guilty licenses and laws concerning
to the helicopter slayings of conservation or protection of
five golden eagles. On March natural resources, including
29, Interior announced that eagles. However, issuance of
Visintainer's
grazing
the regulations has been held
privileges were to be renewed up by Interior pending comand a "letter of reprimand"
pletion of work on an unrelated
was sent to the sheep rancher. chemical toxicant regualtion.
"There is no logical reason
"Rather than a 'letter of why these two regulations
reprimand',"
NWF Con- should go hand-in-hand..''
servation
Director
Lou Clapper argued. "Although the
Clapper charged, "it would necessary Interior regulations better be called a 'letter of regarding eagle killing have
encouragement' as it now looks been ready for well over a year
as if the Interior Department is now, the agency continues to
going to allow open season on stall."
our wildlife."
"The Visintainer incident is
In the letter to Visintainer, going to happen again,''
C iapper said, Acting Secretary Clapper added, "and . unless
Whitaker stated that he "in- the Interior
Department
tended to act sternly in these ceases its foot-dragging, once
cases." "If this mere slap on again the killers are going to be
the wrist is an example of his rewarded."

'\\ ,,//f,,,vkII/;

S ex P apers
Subvert The
Undergrounds

/

Los Angeles, Ca. ( AFS)
Most of America's big cities
are undergoing a trend which
spells trouble for the "underground"
or alternative
press: the recent rise of the
"sex paper".
Nowhere is this more in
evidence than in Los Angeles.
During the past two years, five
new tabloid papers have been
founded, all using graphic sex
as their main selling point.
They are Spectrum
West,
Swing, Hollywood Press, M~te,
and Los Angeles Star. Their

Listening to this al bum backers
have
correctly
makes me wonder where
realized it wasn't radical
Beefheart would be today if he culture and politics, but sex
had decided to play it straight,
and sex alone which made the
kept singing blues as he was at Los Angeles Free Press so
the start, and allowed himself popular, and these new entreto develop in that direction. He peneurs are capitalizing on
could've been a brilliant
that.
songster but he's already much
Consequently, true altermore. Yet Beefheart is one of native papers which refused to
music's true geniuses; his print soft-core pornography
Critical acclaim has never vision and imagination span have been forced out of
been lacking, but it's nice to whole categories of music; his business, unable to meet
sell a few records too. Ap- songs are as much jazz as rock, production costs. Most recent
parently Beefheart and his new and not so much of either as victims
include the Los
producer Ted Templeman
they are pure ,'Beefheart.
Angeles New,s Advocate and
have reached the same conLA. The demise of LA is
clusion, because his latest
Even on this album, if you especially frightening because
album, C !ear Spot ( Reprise get into the most ordinary- its backers launched the paper
2115) comes across as a strong seeming songs, you find little with the greatest newspaper
bid for commercial success. word tricks, an inspired poetry promotion campaign in local
of lyric every bit up to his history.
Not entirely vanished, but previous standard. And there
"What happened to us means
certainly relegated to a sup- are a couple of songs that stray only one thing as far as we're
porting role, are the weirdo into the weird atonal Beefheart concerned: it's now impossible
rhythms and avant-garde jazz universe of yore. "Big Eyed to have a successful new
interludes of Beefheart's last Beans From V€nus"-the
tabloid paper in L.A. without
few albums. He's not back album's
longest track sex in it,'' said a spok'esman fo'r
singin' the blues like on those ventures somewhat cautiously LA. When it folded, LA had a
early A&M singles exactly, but into the bizarre but manages to total circulation of only 9,000.
he is operating at pretty nearly stake out quite a bit of odd The News Advocate had less.
the level of his first album, territory in its 4: 23. "Golden Meanwhile, the Free Press,
Birdies"
is a fascinating
which with its hummable
with the largest sex ad section
narrative,
melodies and fairly standard
recited
over in the country, continues at
rock & roll instrumentation is discordant and intermittent , around 80,000. The five
still, I believe, his biggest guitar jumbles.
newcomers hover· between
seller to date.
50,000and 80,000.Among them,
So there's plenty here for the only the Star reports on radical
hardened Beefheart fan, as left wing politics and culture.
The songs are actual
"songs,"
with verses and well as for those who prefer to The other four are either nonchoruses and their meanings be led through more familiar political or right wing.
are not hard to figure out. "My land on the way to Beefheart's
Whenever the Star, as an
H<>adIs My Only House Unless world. I doubt if he'll stay on experiment, eliminated sex
It Rains" sounds as con- this track for long, but he'll from its pages, its circulation
ventional as something by Lou likely pick up a lot of new nosedived, so it would be safe
followers while he does.
Rawls. "Crazy Little Thing"
to say the paper is selling
because of its sexual rather
than its political content.
As long as the ''sex papers"
continue to drive the alternative papers' off the streets,
the chances for papers concerned with the evils of sexism
and other social issues to have
A new version of the Tudor the Little Theatre in Roberts meaningful impact on the
public consciousness appear
English comedy "Gammer
Hall.
Described by Dr. Picozzi as a, dim.
Gurton's Needle" will be offered by the Rhode Island fast-paced comedy of manners
College Theatre for Children and hi-jinks in a small village,
beginning Thursday, April 12 the show has been triple cast
and running through Friday, providing a large number of
April 27. Directed by Dr. RIC students with interest in
Raymond Picozzi, professor of children's
theatre to parSpeech/Theatre at RIC, the ticipate.
play is booked for its two week
For further information
"1011'1
,,,,,,,,,
run by elementary schools in contact Dr. Raymond Picozzi
the city and state. Per- at 211 Horace Mann Hall, 831lo ,,,,,-,,,~
formances will take place in 6600, extension 667.

RIC Children's Theatre
Presents Tudor Comedy

SUPPORT
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Jazz -- The Douglas
1

Jazz is one subject I don't
know a lot about. Having spent
all my life with the tight
predictible
structures
of
teenage pop, I never felt quite
comfortable with jazz. It was
always too loose, or too
directionless, or unpleasant.
Yet despite this built-in bias
I'm beginning to discover that
I can get real enjoyment from
some jazz records. I'm still
picky thm,.gh, and as with
everything else, the older stuff
always sounds best. Having
said that, an awful lot of good
jazz reissues do nonetheless
seem to be coming out•lately. I
can't discuss their historical
significance, but their importance, , particularly for, us
rock
generation
types, ,
probably transcends that.
John Coltrane seems to be
every jazz fan's main man and
it's not hard to see why. I won't
discuss his musi~, except to
say I know what I like and I
like The Best of John Coltrane
Vol. 2 (Impulse AS-9223-2), a
two record set. Also on a tworecord set is The Best of
Pharoah Sanders ( AS-9229-2).
Sanders
was . Coltrane's
protege, and his style here is
quite similar.
Im pulse is doing a lot of
reissuing as are Prestige and
Blue Note, probably the three
leading jazz labels of the late
'50's. One of the most important jazz reissue programs
to come a l?ng recently is that

Club

Collection

of Alan Douglas, who is busily
compiling
"The
Douglas
Collection" from out-of-print
United Artists albums. There
·are ten albums in the series
thus far, with distinctive,
unusual covers and fairly
extensive
discographies.
Presumably the music· was
selected with as much care as
was lavished on the packages,
because I find it all to be above
par.
The series includes albums
by Kenny Dorham ( UAS 5631),
Duke
Ellington/Charles
Mingus/Max Roach C5632),Art
Blakey & the Jazz Messengers
<5633), King Pleasure ( 5634),
Billie Holiday ( 5635), Herbie
Mann ( 5636), Charles Mingus
< 5637), John Coltrane ( 5638),
Betty Carter ( 5639) and Bill
Evans ( 5640). Most of them
seem to have been recorded in
the early 1960's. The Billie·
Holiday album is live, and ·
contains fine versions of some
of her classic Vocalion pre-war
songs. King Pleasure is the
only other with any amount of
vocals, the rest falling into the
era of "cool jazz" which is,
therefore, more approachable
for the non-devotee than some
other jazz forms of the past
decade.
Whether you're just dipping
your toe in, like me, or have
been into jazz before, there's
sure to be a lot here for you to
discover. As Miles Davis Sctid,
"Ooooooooop-bop sh'bam!"
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S-P ORTS
Stenmen Lose Opener

Tennis

by Tim Geary

The Rhode Island College
baseball team opened its 1973
season on a sour note last
Friday, April 6 by dropping an
exciting, well played contest to
Nasson College by a score of 32 in ten innings. _
The Anchormen who were
rained out of their first game
drew first blood in the fourth
inning. Greg Donahue, - RIC 's
rookie right fielder walked to
open the inning. One out later
Manny Correia singled to
center sending Donahue to
second. Successive walks to Sil
Rice and Foster LeBer sent
Donahue home with the first
R.I.C. tally of the year.
At this point in the game it
appeared that R.I.C. might
well blow the game wide open
but Tom Meehan came on to
relieve Jim Beattie for Nasson
and he put out the fire by
striking out Jim White and
getting Gary DiSciullo to foul
out to the catcher.
Nasson tied the game in the
fifth when Pitcher Jim White
gave up a base hit followed by
a wild pitch which allowed the
runner to take second. He
scored on the combination of a
bloop single to left and a
throwing error by left fielder
Ron
Manni. It was an
unearned run and the only run
that White allowed in his six
inning stint. While o.n the hill
White baffled the Nasson
hitters with a live fastball,
sharp breaking stuff and
pinpoint control. In all he
fanned five, walked only two
and allowed four hits, two of
which were tainted.
Larry Gibson came on to
pitch in the seventh. Larry
hurled three innings and gave
up one run and two hits. He
whiffed three and walked one
in an impressive· outing.
Unfortunately
the
Anchormen were unable to push
any runs across the plate.
They had been able to put
runners on base in six of the

On Saturday, April 7, the
Rhode Island College tennis
team went against a powerful
and much more experienced
Coast Guard team at the Coast
Guard Academy
in New
London, Conn. The result was
a smashing defeat suffered by
the Anchormen as the Coast
Guard took eight of nine
possible team points for an 8-1
victory.

A compensation plan approved
by the
Oregon
legislature in 1971has not been
working well and McCall's
effort
is an attempt
to
determine if condemnation
may be a more effective means
for getting rid of the boards.
Under the first plan, the state

Superb

returns and caught him flatfooted on his serves.
eight innings that had been
In the .other scores, Kevin
played but were unable to
Wilkenson defeated RIC 's
come up with the big hit. In all
Benevides,
6-3 and 6-2.
they stranded 13 men on base
_Christopher Fay defeated Dale
in the game and that statistic
Seward 6-1 and 6-1. Sammy
tells the story.
Krizanavic defeated Boyer 6-3
and 6-2. Bill Russell beat Stew
Going into the ninth and
Arden 6-2 and 6-1. Augie
trailing 2-1, things did not look
Sharpe defeated RIC 's HedBoston Marathon
too bright for the Stenmen.
den, 6-0 and 6-3.
They had, during the game
April 16
In the doubles matches the
several opportunities to score,
not
lost,
All
was
however,
as
On
Monday,
April
16,
1973,
Coast
Guard swept everythinb.
only to have Meehan slam the
Their first double team of
door in their faces with his the Boston Athletic Association sophomore, and returning
Champion
Art Mosebach
and Wilkenson
blazing fastball ( in all he will sponsor its 77th Annual NESCAC
RIC 's Bentleyfanned 10) and the one run lead American Marathon Run from Bentley defeated the Coast defeated
Guard's Carl Mosebach, twice Benevides team by scores of 6Hopkintion to Boston.
seemed very big.
One of the favorites to win by 6-2 scores in the singles 2 and 6-2. The Bill RussellGary DiSciullo lead off the this year's race will be the ma'tch. RIC 's No. 1 single's C hang Formisano team beat
RIC 's Seward-Arden team 6-0
ninth with a walk. It was the returning 1972champion, Olavi player and former all-starter
from
Cranston
East
was
just
and
6-2. The Hanson-Winslow
Suomalaineu
from
Finland.
fourth time the Anchormen's
team defeated the Heddenscrappy leadoff man had His time last year was 2 hours, superb as he faked Carl
Mosebach out of his jock on Maerchant team, 6-2 and 6-2.
reached base. Because of an 15-minutes and 39 seconds
injury to his leg, which he - just 18 seconds better than
sec_ond place finisher, Victor
sustained in an exhibition
game with Rhode Island Junior Mara of Columbia. There is Laurel Hill to Open Season With Noleaguer
College, Gary was not able to also a pos~ibility that Frank
run very well and Coach Shorter might run which would
( Cranston, R.I.) - ( AP) Besides, the team can win
make for an even more inStenhouse sent in Ken Razza
without me."
The
softball
team
from
Laurel
the rabbit to run for him. Fra~ teresting event. ( Shorter won a Hill Social and Athletic Club
Win, they did, as flutterball
gold
medal
in
the
1972
Summer
Murphy then blasted a line shot
will open its regular season on pitcher John McLaughlin ( the
Olympics
in
Munich,
Germany
off the left field fence sending
April 18, against Simmie's :,;:arter for the first regular
Razza scampering home from by winning the marathon event A~)to, a nonleague
team. season game),
pitched a
held
there.)
first with the tying run. Had
Coming
off
an
undefeated
perfect
game
and
a no hitter
Running for Rhode Island
not a strong wind been blowing
back-to-back. In retiring 27
spring
training
schedule,
College
will
be
Jim
Gallagher,
in from the left, Murphy's shot
Player Coach Matty Ginolffi men in a row against the L'ewis
would have easily cleared the Tom Kenwood and Ray feels his team is just about Mill "Threaders", John failed
Danforth.
For
Ray
Danforth,
fence for a dramatic, game
this will be his first Boston ready to go. "Everyone is in to record a single strike-out but
winning homer.
Marathon and he will be shape, he said, including our did force everyman to pop up
Ken Razza came on to pitch looking for a time under 3 trainer and third base coach, in the infield. While John was
Augie Pagano. Augie ( Mario's being just superb on defense,
the tenth and was saddled with hours in this race. Tom
brother)
is starting
his Dan Shea was supplying the
a heartbreaking loss. Nasson Kenwood and Jim Gallagher
offense as he accounted for
twentieth
year
with
our
club.
pushed across the go ahead run both ran in this race last year
be looking for an Over the course of our club's Laurel Hill's only hits and only
on an infield hit, a bunt, a .and both will
in time and history, he has seen some runs. In three times at bat
ground out to second an<l a improvement
position. Tom finished with a pretty good times and some Danny homered each time up
seeing eye single to center.
time just over 3 hours and Jim pretty bad ones." Matty went at the plate. The first home run
on to give an example and to hit the leftfield foul pole at the
The Anchormen refused to just under at 2:56:09.
explain
further. "When Augie 296foot mark. The second went
quit and almost pulled it out in·
The exact distance of the
was a rookie he could make it directly over the centerfield
the bottom of the tenth. With race is 26 miles and 385 yards.
Manny Correia and Sil Rice on It starts at the Hopkinton to home plate from first base fence-at least 460 feet. The
base as the result of walks, Green and ends in front of the on a single while running the third· was a blooper off the
Foster LeBer sent a fly ball to Prudential
Building
in bases. One day, however, while rightfield foul pole that went
playing centerfield, he tripped about 320 feet.
fairly deep right field. With a downtown Boston. The runners
blinding sun out there it was will begin on Hayden Ro\\ in over a beer can while chasing· a
In the second game, John
virtually impossible to see the Hopkinton at exactly noon. fly ball. The ball hit him on the
pitched a no
ball but Jim Beattie made a They will then turn right on head and so far he hasn't been McLaughlin
hitter. Only three men reached
the
same
since.
great catch to save Nasson.
Route 135 where they will go
base as John limited the
Ashland,
Another year, in the Grill batters from Coventry Farm
R.I.C. STARS OF THE through
Framingham,
Natick and
League Championship Game, Club to just two walks.. During
GAME
Wellesley.
They
will
then come
( That was before the Bar and all the excitement of the last
Jim White and Fran Murphy
to Newton Lower Falls to Grill
Leagues
merged.)
inning, however, someone
Commonwealth
Avenue,
Laurel
Hill
was
down
by three threw a chicken out on the
through the Newtons, Chestnut
runs in the last inning but had field. The batter hit the ball
Hill ( in front of Boston
the bases loaded. Stewart
with two outs. The ball hit the
College) to Cleveland Circle,
Little, then their heavy hitter, chicken which was right on the
Beacon Street to Kenmore
hit a blast over the fence for an third base line. The play was
would have billboard owners Square,
Commonwealth
receive 34 times the monthly Avenue, right into Hereford apparent grand slam homerun disrupted because of that, and
was a the batter was safe at first.
income of their signs. The Street and finish in· front of the and a victory.-That
pretty
good
time.
Stewart
who The umpire, however, ruled
state would pay a quarter of Prudential
Center
Plaza.
was
eighty-nine
years
old, the play a "fowl ball" meaning
the cost with the federal
About 17 miles out from the though, died of a heart attack
it was not an error and not a hit
government paying the rest.
starting line is where the in- while
rounding
third
but
the runner could still stay
Federal officials, who want to famous
Heartbreak
Hill .base.-That was a pretty bad at first base. Anyway Laurel
avoid this costly formula, are begins.
Hill won 8-0as Jeff Minor had a
time."
seeking merely to pay the
Last year the race had 1,000
grand slam and a triple with
replacement
costs of the competitors. About the same
the bases loaded to provide the
Everything
seems
"okay"
boards.
number is expected for this
first
seven runs. The eighth
now for Laurel Hill, but a few
year's run.
run came when Laurel Hill
In addition to bringing down
weeks ago, three members
traded the chickeri for it. Said
the billboards, the 1971 ::aw
spent time in jail. Playercalls for establishment
of
Coach Ginolffi, Mario Pagano, the Coventry Farm Club
Wrlfel01
travel information center, and
and Kevin Hennessey spent Coach, "With a losing ball club
placement of signs on major
seven days in the St. Peters- we need all the food we can get.
f/,e ANCHOR'$
We're certainly not making
highways, advising motorists
burg prison for "disturbing
this
of available services at ·each
the peace", "destruction of any money playing
Sporf',$e,flon
freeway exit. These "logo"
public
property"
and game."
Be on hand to see Laurel Hill
signs, indicating gas-food"resisting arrest".
Mario's
open
their season against
lodging, are now seen all along
godfather,
an influential
Simmie's Auto at Park View
Interstate Highway 5. Once
politician
and underworld
condemnation suits or comfigure, offered to get Mario off Junior High School Field at 4
pensation formulas ~re worked
the sentence, but Mario flatly p.m. on Wednesday, April 18.
out, the billboards will be on
refused, telling newsmen "that See Matty Ginolffi prove he's a
the road to extinction.
justice would not be served. more than one beer man.

Oregon's Battle of the Billboards
i'vrtland, Oregon ( AFS)-Oregon, the state that dared
put one percent of the "Road
Hog" Highway Trust Fund into
bikeways and outlawed both
"no deposit" bottles and "pull
tab" cans is now waging the..
Battle of the Billboards.
Recently, Oregon's Govenor
Tom McCall announced tlie
start
of
condemnation
proceedings against five highway billboards
in Marion
County, Oregon, thus launching a test case which may
spur
the elimination
of
billboards_ in other states.

Team Loses hut Bentley

THINK

BASEBALL!

